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Abstract
Optical parametric ampliﬁers (OPAs) exploit second-order nonlinearity to transfer energy from a
ﬁxed frequency pump pulse to a variable frequency signal pulse, and represent an easy way of
tuning over a broad range the frequency of an otherwise ﬁxed femtosecond laser system. OPAs
can also act as broadband ampliﬁers, transferring energy from a narrowband pump to a
broadband signal and thus considerably shortening the duration of the pump pulse. Due to these
unique properties, OPAs are nowadays ubiquitous in ultrafast laser laboratories, and are
employed by many users, such as solid state physicists, atomic/molecular physicists, chemists
and biologists, who are not experts in ultrafast optics. This tutorial paper aims at providing the
non-specialist reader with a self-consistent guide to the physical foundations of OPAs, deriving
the main equations describing their performance and discussing how they can be used to
understand their most important working parameters (frequency tunability, bandwidth, pulse
energy/repetition rate scalability, control over the carrier-envelope phase of the generated
pulses). Based on this analysis, we derive practical design criteria for OPAs, showing how their
performance depends on the type of the nonlinear interaction (crystal type, phase-matching
conﬁguration, crystal length), on the characteristics of the pump pulse (frequency, duration,
energy, repetition rate) and on the OPA architecture.
Keywords: nonlinear optics, parametric ampliﬁcation, ultrashort pulses
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction
Ultrafast optics has developed to be a major enabling tech-
nology in modern science, with many fundamental and real-
world applications made possible by the ultrashort durations,
high peak powers and broad bandwidths of femtosecond
pulses [1]. While the ﬁrst, seminal experiments were per-
formed using ‘liquid’ dye-laser technology [2], which is
unfriendly and with limited average power/pulse energy
scaling capabilities, in the last two decades there has been a
truly spectacular technological progress in ultrashort pulse
generation from solid-state laser systems. Nowadays, reliable,
rugged and power scalable sources of femtosecond pulses
exist, mainly based on Ti:sapphire [3] or Yb:doped gain
media. While Ti:sapphire is a rather mature technology,
Yb-based systems have still a huge development potential, in
terms of both average and peak power [4–6]. The main lim-
itation of such sources is that they operate at ﬁxed wave-
lengths (800 nm for Ti:sapphire and 1040 nm for Yb) with
modest tunability. Another speciﬁc drawback of Yb tech-
nology is the comparably narrow gain bandwidth, resulting in
ampliﬁed pulses with typical duration of a few hundred
femtoseconds. Fixed wavelength operation contrasts with the
requirements of many applications, in time-resolved optical
spectroscopy and high-ﬁeld physics, which call for optical
pulses with broadly tunable frequency. In femtosecond
pump–probe spectroscopy, the system under study (be it of
atomic, molecular or solid-state nature) is excited by a ‘pump’
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pulse, resonant with a transition of the system, and its sub-
sequent time evolution is monitored by measuring the pump-
induced transmission change of a delayed ‘probe’ pulse [7].
The need to excite a system on resonance and probe optical
transitions occurring at different photon energies requires
broad frequency tunability of both pump and probe pulses [8].
Similar requirements on pulse tunability also apply to more
advanced spectroscopic techniques, such as two-dimensional
electronic and vibrational spectroscopy. In high-ﬁeld pro-
cesses such as high harmonic generation [9] the wavelength
tunability of the driver pulses is important, since it inﬂuences
both the energy cutoff of the XUV pulses and the phase-
matching conditions of the process [10].
As there are no classical laser active media, based on
population inversion, capable of providing gain over the
required broad frequency range from the mid-infrared to the
visible, frequency tunability must be achieved by a nonlinear
optical effect, exploiting the very high peak powers produced
by femtosecond sources. In most cases, frequency tunability
is achieved by the second order nonlinear optical effect
known as optical parametric ampliﬁcation (OPA) [11, 12].
The principle of OPA is quite simple (ﬁgure 1(a)): in a sui-
table nonlinear crystal, energy is transferred from an high
frequency and high intensity beam (the pump beam, at fre-
quency w3) to a lower frequency, lower intensity beam (the
signal beam, at frequency w1) which is thus ampliﬁed; in
addition a third beam (the idler beam, at frequency w2) is
generated, to fulﬁll energy conservation. The OPA process
can be given a simple corpuscular interpretation, where
interaction is similar to a collision of photons (see
ﬁgure 1(b)): a photon at frequency w3 is absorbed by a virtual
level of the material and a photon at frequency w1 stimulates
the emission of two photons at frequencies w1 and w2. In this
interaction, energy conservation
  w w w= + 1.13 2 1 ( )
is fulﬁlled. The signal frequency to be ampliﬁed can vary in
principle from 0 to w3, and correspondingly the idler varies
from w3 to 0 (as a matter of fact, the lowest frequency is
limited by absorption of the nonlinear crystal). The so-called
degeneracy condition is achieved when w w=1 2. As will be
discussed in the next section, the OPA process is efﬁcient
when, in addition to energy conservation, the phase-matching
condition D = - - =k k k k 03 2 1 is satisﬁed, where ki are
the wave vectors of the interacting beams.
In summary, the OPA process transfers energy from a
high-power, ﬁxed frequency pump beam to a low-power,
variable frequency signal beam, generating an idler beam to
satisfy energy conservation. The OPA can thus be seen as a
‘photon cutter’, cutting a high energy photon w3 into the sum
of two lower energy photons w1 and w2. The OPA process
thus provides an optical ampliﬁer with continuously variable
frequency (determined by the phase-matching condition) and
represents an easy way of tuning a ﬁxed frequency femtose-
cond laser system. On the other hand, if suitably designed, an
OPA can simultaneously fulﬁll the phase-matching condition
for a very broad range of signal frequencies. The OPA thus
acts as a broadband ampliﬁer, efﬁciently transferring energy
from a narrowband pump pulse to a broadband signal (idler)
pulse; it can therefore be used to generate pulses signiﬁcantly
shorter—by more than an order of magnitude—than the pump
pulse. This property of OPAs is especially important when
they are combined with Yb-based laser systems, which,
despite their favorable characteristics in terms of efﬁciency,
reliability and average power scalability, generate relatively
long pulses. The concept of broadband OPA is very ﬂexible
and can be applied to produce few-optical-cycle pulses over a
very wide range of frequencies, provided that a broadband yet
weak seed is available and the proper phase-matching con-
ditions are identiﬁed [13]. An additional unique feature of
OPAs is their capability of scaling the output energy, in
combination with energetic picosecond pump pulses (5–50 ps
duration) generated by solid-state gain media such as Nd-
doped (or more recently Yb-doped) crystals/glasses. With a
long pump pulse, in order to achieve efﬁcient energy
extraction, it is necessary to temporally match the seed pul-
sewidth with that of the pump by ﬁrst stretching the seed
pulse and then, after the ampliﬁcation step, recompressing it
back to its transform-limited (TL) duration. This scheme,
which is very similar to the chirped pulse ampliﬁcation [14]
occurring in a real gain medium, is known as optical para-
metric chirped pulse ampliﬁcation (OPCPA) [15] and is
considered as the most promising route for energy/average
power/repetition rate scaling of few-optical-cycle pulses
[16–18].
For these reasons and due to their multifaceted advan-
tages/applications, OPAs are nowadays ubiquitous in
Figure 1. Optical parametric ampliﬁcation can be visualized as: (a) power ﬂow from an intense pump beam to a weak signal beam; (b)
stimulated emission of signal photons from a virtual level excited by the pump photons.
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ultrafast laser laboratories, coupled with pump lasers based on
Ti:sapphire or, more recently, Yb technology. Many users
who are not specialists in ultrafast optics, such as chemists,
biologists, solid-state physicists and atomic/molecular phy-
sicists, are required to employ or, sometimes, even upgrade or
develop OPAs for their research. A wide variety of conﬁg-
urations, operating in various spectral ranges, and with
different pulse bandwidth, energy or repetition rate are pos-
sible. Despite the fact that many of these users are not spe-
cialists in ultrafast optics, they need to develop a good
fundamental understanding of the physical principles under-
lying the operation of OPAs and of the parameters governing
their performance, in order to be able to exploit these sources
to their fullest for their application or even to design and build
from scratch an OPA. The purpose of this tutorial paper is to
provide the non-specialist reader with a self-consistent guide
to the physical foundations of OPAs, deriving the main
equations describing their performance and showing how they
can be used to understand their most important working
parameters (frequency tunability, bandwidth, pulse energy/
repetition rate scalability, control over the carrier-envelope
phase (CEP) of the generated pulses...). These equations will
then be used to derive practical design criteria for OPAs,
showing how their performance depends on the type of the
nonlinear interaction (crystal type, phase-matching conﬁg-
uration, crystal length), on the characteristics of the pump
pulse (frequency, duration, energy, repetition rate,...) and on
the OPA architecture (single versus multi-stage, collinear
versus non-collinear,...). Once the basic principles governing
OPA operation are understood, the interested reader is refer-
red to the vast amount of technical literature describing in
detail the architecture and parameters of speciﬁc OPA con-
ﬁgurations. The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we
introduce the basic concepts of optical parametric ampliﬁca-
tion, such as phase matching, polarisation schemes, and
energy conservation. We ﬁrst focus on the interaction of
monochromatic waves, and then extend some of these con-
cepts to the ampliﬁcation of broadband pulses. In this case,
we also introduce the non-collinear interaction geometry and
discuss the ampliﬁcation bandwidth and the importance of the
crystal length. Finally, we discuss the spectral and phase
properties of the idler beam. Based on these results, in
section 3 we provide practical design criteria for ultrafast
OPAs. After introducing the basic building blocks of an
OPA, we discuss the main techniques to generate the broad-
band seed, and the dependence of the OPA performances on
the pump-pulse characteristics. We also discuss the concept of
dispersion, and describe some of the main techniques that can
be used for pulse compression. For each of these aspects, we
provide the reader with some design criteria, a list of sug-
gestions to take into account when building an OPA.
2. Second-order interactions in nonlinear crystals
In order to highlight the main factors inﬂuencing the optical
parametric ampliﬁcation process with ultrashort pulses, we
will give a brief theoretical treatment of ultrafast nonlinear
optics [19, 20]. We start with a linearly polarized plane wave
E z t,( ) which—during propagation in a medium in direction z
—induces a polarisation
= +P z t P z t P z t, , , . 2.1L NL( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Here, P z t,L ( ) is the linear polarisation and P z t,NL ( ) the
nonlinear term induced by strong electric ﬁelds, and
depending on E2, E3,K
According to Maxwell’s equations, written in the scalar
approximation, the evolution of the ﬁeld can be described by:
m m¶ ¶ -
¶
¶ =
¶
¶
E z t
z
D z t
t
P z t
t
, , ,
, 2.2
2
2 0
2
2 0
2
NL
2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where e= +D z t E z t P z t, , ,0 L( ) ( ) ( ) is the electric displace-
ment ﬁeld due to the linear polarisation of the material (see
equation (A.9)), and m0 is the magnetic permeability of
vacuum.
With very strong interacting ﬁelds, ¶ ¶P z t t,2 NL 2( ) acts
as a source term, and is responsible for a rich variety of
physical effects arising from its nonlinear dependence
on E z t,( ).
In this paper we will limit our analysis to second order
effects and neglect the dependence of the nonlinear polar-
isation on E z t,3 ( ) and higher orders, thus writing:
e c e= =P z t E z t d E z t, , 2 , . 2.3NL 0 2 2 0 eff 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
Here deff is the so-called effective nonlinear optical
coefﬁcient which depends on the speciﬁc components of the
second-order nonlinear tensor c 2( ) involved in the interaction.
Such a situation is known as nonlinear second-order
parametric process and, when ﬁelds with different frequen-
cies (carrier waves) simultaneously propagate in a nonlinear
medium, leads to an exchange of energy between them. Due
to the tensorial nature of nonlinear interaction, such energy
exchange may also occur among ﬁelds with different
polarisation states and propagation directions, as will be
discussed in section 2.2.
When P z t,NL ( ) is negligible, E z t,( ) experiences linear
propagation, which is described in detail in appendix A. On
the other hand, when the ﬁeld E z t,( ) is strong enough to
induce a nonlinear polarisation P z t,NL ( ), nonlinear processes
take place. For the case of the OPA process, it is convenient
to write E z t,( ) as a superposition of three ﬁelds with dif-
ferent carrier frequencies, the pump, signal and idler ﬁelds.
The nonlinear process is responsible for their interactions and
energy exchange. The solution of equation (2.2) is not
straightforward, and many methods, both numerical [21] and
analytical [22], have been proposed to describe various
interaction regimes under different boundary conditions.
However, many of the general properties of optical parametric
ampliﬁcation can be derived from the approximate solutions
of the differential equation. Such solutions constitute pow-
erful tools for the design of OPAs and provide important
physical insight into the parameters governing their perfor-
mance. In the following we will therefore start from
equation (2.2) to separately focus on:
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(i) Parametric ampliﬁcation of monochromatic waves:
since a light pulse is, according to the Fourier theorem
(see appendix A.1), a superposition of monochromatic
waves, we will start by studying the nonlinear second-
order interaction between monochromatic waves, focus-
ing on the OPA process. The particular case of
monochromatic interaction will allow us to introduce
the basic concept of phase-matching.
(ii) Broadband parametric ampliﬁcation: broadband ampli-
ﬁcation will be studied by extending the phase-
matching concept from the monochromatic to the
broadband case.
We will consider the process in a nonlinear birefringent
medium; the interacting ﬁelds will be three co-propagating
plane waves, namely the signal E z t,1( ), the idler E z t,2 ( ) and
the pump E z t,3 ( ).
2.1. Parametric amplification of monochromatic waves
In this section we will discuss the nonlinear interaction among
monochromatic waves propagating in a a non-centrosym-
metric medium; to this aim, we will consider three ﬁelds, at
angular frequencies w1, w2 and w3. If the three waves co-
propagate along the z-direction, the resulting electric ﬁeld is
(see equation (A.3)):
=
+ + +
w
w w
-
- -
E z t A z
A z A z
,
1
2
e
e e c.c.,
2.4
j t k z
j t k z j t k z
1
2 3
1 1
2 2 3 3
( ) { ( )
( ) ( ) }
( )
( )
( ) ( )
where complex coefﬁcients Ai and the relative dielectric
constant er (see equation (A.9)) do not depend on time as we
are in the monochromatic regime. The corresponding non-
linear second order polarisation PNL, calculated according to
equation (2.3), contains components at frequencies w2 1, w2 2,
w2 3 (second harmonic generation, SHG), w w+1 2, w w+1 3,
w w+2 3 (sum frequency generation, SFG) and w w-3 1,
w w-3 2, w w-2 1 (difference frequency generation, DFG).
We will now assume that only those nonlinear interactions
involving frequencies w1, w2 and w3 will efﬁciently take place,
because the others do not satisfy the phase-matching
condition, as will be discussed later. We will therefore
consider the components of the nonlinear polarisation at
frequencies w w w+ =1 2 3( ), w w w- =3 2 1( ) and
w w w- =3 1 2( ), and reject all the other components. The
resulting nonlinear polarisation is:
*
*
e
e
e
=
+
+ +
w
w
w
- -
- -
- +
P z t d A z A z
d A z A z
d A z A z
, e
e
e c.c.
2.5
j t k k z
j t k k z
j t k k z
NL 0 eff 2 3
0 eff 1 3
0 eff 1 2
1 3 2
2 3 1
3 1 2
( ) ( ) · ( ) ·
( ) · ( ) ·
( ) · ( ) ·
( )
[ ( ) ]
[ ( ) ]
[ ( ) ]
and the forcing term ¶ ¶P t2 NL 2 is therefore:
*
*
e w
e w
e w
¶
¶ =-
-
- +
w
w
w
- -
- -
- +
P z t
t
d A z A z
d A z A z
d A z A z
,
e
e
e c.c
2.6
j t k k z
j t k k z
j t k k z
2
NL
2 0 eff 1
2
2 3
0 eff 2
2
1 3
0 eff 3
2
1 2
1 3 2
2 3 1
3 1 2
( ) ( ) · ( ) ·
( ) · ( ) ·
( ) · ( ) ·
( )
[ ( ) ]
[ ( ) ]
[ ( ) ]
This equation shows that:
• the nonlinear polarisation at one frequency is proportional
to the product of the electric ﬁelds at the other two
frequencies, so that the waves become nonlinearly
coupled;
• the wavenumber of the nonlinear polarisation at a given
frequency does not coincide with that of the corresp-
onding wave.
By substituting the forcing term of equation (2.6) into
(2.2), splitting the frequency components in three equations,
and applying the slowly varying envelope approximation
[23]:
¶
¶
¶
¶
A
z
k
A
z
2 2.7
2
2
( )
we get the coupled wave equations [24]:
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪⎪
*
*
s
s
s
¶
¶ = -
¶
¶ = -
¶
¶ = -
- D
- D
D
A
z
j A A
A
z
j A A
A
z
j A A
e ,
e ,
e ,
2.8
j kz
j kz
j kz
1
1 2 3
2
2 1 3
3
3 1 2
·
·
·
( )
where s w= d c ni i ieff 0 , e=ni ir is the refractive index, and
D = - -k k k k3 2 1. This last parameter is called wave–vector
mismatch: it determines the energy ﬂow among the beams,
and will be discussed in detail in the following sections. Note
that the ﬁrst two equations are formally identical, indicating
that the ﬁelds at w1 and w2 play the same role.
According to the boundary initial conditions A 0i ( )
( =i 1, 2, 3), two main processes can arise: SFG and DFG. In
SFG the input ﬁelds are A 01 ( ) and A 02 ( ) at w1 and w ;2 their
interaction produces A3 at frequency w w w= +3 1 2 (SHG is
just a particular case in which w w=1 2). In DFG, the inter-
action initially involves ﬁelds A 03 ( ) at w3 and A 01 ( ) at w ;1 the
ﬁeld A3 loses energy in favor of A1 and of the newly gener-
ated A2 at w w w= -2 3 1. When w w»3 1, the limit process is
called optical rectiﬁcation, a process that is used in the gen-
eration of THz pulses [25].
OPA is a mechanism similar to DFG, except for the
strength of the interacting ﬁelds: DFG arises when the ﬁelds
at w3 and w1 have comparable intensities, while OPA occurs
when the ﬁeld at w1 is much weaker. In the OPA process,
therefore, an intense beam at w3 (pump) transfers energy to
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the beam at w1 (signal), thereby amplifying it, and generates
light at w2 (idler).
The same processes occur if DFG and OPA initially
involve ﬁelds A 03 ( ) at w3 and A 02 ( ) at w ;2 in this case the
newly generated ﬁeld is A1 at w w w= -1 3 2. In parametric
ampliﬁcation this means that the concepts of signal and idler
could be interchanged, with relevant consequences that will
be explained later in this section.
Let’s now solve equation (2.8) for the case of parametric
ampliﬁcation. We will make the assumption that the pump
ﬁeld is not depleted during the interaction ( »A3 const.), and
that there is no initial idler beam ( =A 020 ). After proper
manipulation, the signal evolution along the nonlinear med-
ium is described by:
w w
e
¶
¶ = - D
¶
¶ + G
G =
A
z
j k
A
z
A
d
c n n n
Iwith
2
, 2.9
2
1
2
1 2
1
2 eff
2
1 2
0
3
0 1 2 3
3 ( )
where the beam intensity is calculated as e=I n c0 0
eá ñ =E t n c A1 22 0 0 2( ) · ∣ ∣ according to equation (A.4). We
can also deﬁne a ﬁgure of merit (FM) for the OPA process as:
= d
n n n
FM 2.10eff
2
1 2 3
( )
which accounts for the linear and the nonlinear properties of
the crystal.
After the interaction length L, the signal and idler
intensities are:
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
= +
= ww
G
G
I L I gL
I L I gL
1 sinh ,
sinh ,
2.11
g
g
1 10
2
2 10
2
2
1
{ }( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
where
= G - Dg k
4
2.122
2
( )
is the small-signal gain. We can deﬁne the parametric gain G
(L) of the process as:
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎧
⎨
⎩
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎫
⎬
⎭
= = + GG L I L
I g
gL1 sinh . 2.131
10
2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
The gain strongly depends on g: its maximum value is
obtained when D =k 0, the so-called phase-matching
condition.
In the large-gain limit ( gL 1):
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
w
w
G
G
G



I L I
g
I L I
g
G L
g
e
4
e
4
e
4
2.14
gL
gL
gL
1 10
2 2
2 10
2
1
2 2
2 2
( )
( )
( ) ( )
which show that, within the no-depletion approximation, both
signal and idler intensities grow exponentially with the
interaction length L. An example of calculation of the
parametric gain G as a function of pump intensity for
different interaction lengths is shown in ﬁgure 2, where we
used the nonlinear coefﬁcient deff and the refractive indexes
of a Type-I interaction in β-barium borate (β-BaB2O4, or
BBO). Note that this calculation, performed for monochro-
matic waves and neglecting pump depletion, gives the upper
limit for the parametric gain. For ampliﬁcation of short light
pulses, the gain is further limited by the energy stored in the
pump and the initial energy of the seed, by the temporal
overlap of pump, signal and idler pulses and by the parasitic
absorption of the nonlinear medium; the role of these
parameters will be discussed in detail in sections 2.3 and 3.3.
The exponential growth of the gain with propagation
length is qualitatively different from the quadratic growth that
occurs in other second-order processes like SFG and SHG
[19, 20] and shows that the OPA behaves like a real ampliﬁer.
With respect to a classical optical ampliﬁer based on popu-
lation inversion in an atomic or molecular transition, how-
ever, an OPA has three important differences:
Figure 2. Parametric gain in a Type-I BBO crystal for various crystal lengths and pump intensities; the signal is (a) in the visible and (b) in the
infrared.
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(i) it does not have any energy storage capability, i.e. the
gain is present only during the temporal overlap of the
interacting pulses;
(ii) the gain center frequency is not ﬁxed, but can be
continuously adjusted by varying the phase-matching
condition;
(iii) the gain bandwidth is not limited by the linewidth of an
electronic/vibration transition, but rather by the possi-
bility of satisfying the phase-matching condition over a
broad range of frequencies.
Let us now consider the factors inﬂuencing the para-
metric gain G:
• G strongly depends on the parameter g, which is
maximum when
D = - - =k k k k 0 phase matching 2.153 2 1 ( ) ( )
G rapidly decreases for non-zero values of Dk,
indicating that phase matching is a key condition to be
fulﬁlled in order to get signiﬁcant ampliﬁcation from the
nonlinear material. In the following we will focus on the
case D =k 0, leading to = Gg .
• According to the deﬁnition of g, G depends exponentially
on the square root of the ﬁgure of merit FM (see
equation (2.10)): for high efﬁciency one should therefore
select the crystal with the highest FM, or at least the
largest deff . There are however other considerations
leading to the choice of the crystal, such as the range of
phase-matchable frequencies, dispersion properties, avail-
ability and optical damage threshold.
• The gain G scales also as the exponential of the square
root of the pump intensity I3. In the pulsed regime, the
highest intensity is at the pulse peak, and depends on the
pulse duration, its energy and the beam size. This
indicates the suitability of ultrashort pulses for pumping
OPAs, due to their high peak powers.
• The parametric gain scales as the exponential of the
crystal length L. This gain is strikingly different from the
efﬁciency of SHG/SFG, which scales as the square of the
crystal length: during the nonlinear interaction the idler
beam is generated at the difference frequency between
pump and signal. Thanks to the symmetry between A1
and A2 (see equation (2.8)), also the idler can undergo
parametric ampliﬁcation and a beam at the signal
frequency and phase is generated, thus adding power to
the ampliﬁed seed. This mechanism acts as positive
feedback giving rise to an exponential gain of the signal
during its propagation [19], as sketched in ﬁgure 3. The
energy exchange with the idler is so vital for parametric
ampliﬁcation, that if the idler beam spatially or
temporally walks off from the pump, is absorbed by the
nonlinear medium, or is depleted by other parasitic
processes, the gain of the OPA is dramatically reduced.
For this reason, absorption of the idler inﬂuences the
tunability range of the OPA, as we will discuss in
section 3.3.1.
• G scales as the exponential of the square root of the
product of signal and idler frequencies. This seems to
indicate an advantage to use high pump frequencies.
However we will see that with ultrashort pulses this
advantage is often offset by the larger difference in group
velocities of the interacting pulses, which force to use
shorter crystals and thus decrease gain.
2.1.1. Energy and momentum conservation. It is worthwhile
mentioning that the phase-matching condition = +k k k3 2 1
(equation (2.15)) arising from the coupled equations, and the
relationship between the frequencies w w w= +3 2 1, can both
be rewritten as:
  = +k k k , 2.163 2 1 ( )
  w w w= + 2.173 2 1 ( )
which represent momentum and energy conservation for the
interacting pump, signal and idler photons in the corpuscular
interpretation of parametric processes. In the following
section, we will give an interesting interpretation to both
these equations.
2.1.2. Manley–Rowe equations. By suitably manipulating
the coupled equation (2.8), we can get the following intensity
equations:
w w w
¶
¶ =
¶
¶ = -
¶
¶
I
z
I
z
I
z
1 1 1
. 2.18
1
1
2
2
3
3 ( )
These equations are known as Manley–Rowe relations; they
were developed originally to predict energy conservation in a
nonlinear electric circuit [26], and then extended to other
ﬁelds, including nonlinear optics [24]. As a consequence, if
we express the beam intensity Ii(z) as a function of the ﬂux of
photons Ni(z) crossing the unit surface S per unit time Dt:
w= DI z
N z
S t
c 2.19i
i i
0( )
( ) · ( )
equation (2.18) gives:
¶
¶ =
¶
¶ = -
¶
¶
N z
z
N z
z
N z
z
. 2.201 2 3
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
This relationship shows that a second order parametric
interaction involves three photons, one from each frequency:
Figure 3. Scheme of the positive feedback mechanism occurring in
an OPA and giving rise to the exponential parametric gain. Here we
show two of the inﬁnite local interactions occurring in an OPA.
Ampliﬁer 2 contributes to the signal ampliﬁcation through the
interaction with the idler generated by Ampliﬁer 1. The resulting
feedback is the dashed arrow.
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according to the process and the initial conditions, each
photon can be absorbed or emitted.
A picture of parametric effects based on photon
absorption and emission from virtual levels of a nonlinear
medium is depicted in ﬁgure 4. In the case of SFG, when the
two photons at w1 and w2 are absorbed, they instantaneously
excite the material to a high energy virtual level. The decay
from this level produces the emission of a photon at
w w w= +3 1 2. Similarly, in an OPA absorption of a pump
photon at w3 drives the material into the virtual excited state.
A signal photon at w1 can stimulate a decay towards an
intermediate state, thus giving rise to a new signal photon,
with the same phase as the stimulating one; this is the
mechanism of ampliﬁcation. An idler photon at w2 is then
emitted in order to complete the decay towards the ground
state.
Since the response of the material is instantaneous, a
parametric interaction occurs only when two photons cross
together the same volume of the medium, and can be seen as a
collision between photons. Since the collision probability
depends on the number of photons, nonlinear processes
require intense beams to take place efﬁciently.
2.1.3. Phase matching. A very important parameter which,
together with the crystal nonlinearity d ,eff determines the
efﬁciency of a second order nonlinear interaction, is the phase
mismatch D = - -k k k k3 2 1. We have already seen that the
interaction is optimized when D =k 0, at perfect phase
matching: we will now discuss the physical meaning of this
condition.
We ﬁrst start from an undulatory point of view. During a
nonlinear process, new frequencies are generated locally in
the material, and then propagate with their own phase
velocity. This process takes place at all longitudinal
coordinates inside of the material, so that during propagation
along the medium the new components superpose on each
other, giving rise to an interference which is generally
destructive and leads to negligible macroscopic nonlinear
effects, even in the presence of strong ﬁelds. To observe a
macroscopic net effect, the phase velocities of the nonlinearly
generated ﬁelds should be tuned so that they can construc-
tively interfere during propagation: in particular the propaga-
tion speed of the forcing term ¶ ¶P t2 NL 2 should be equal to
the phase velocity of the nonlinearly generated beam, so that
the components generated in different points of the crystal
share the same phase and experience constructive
interference.
Considering for example the SFG process, we know from
equation (2.6) that the forcing term due to the nonlinear
polarisation (¶ ¶P t2 NL 2) and the SFG beam at w3 propagate
as
w w- + -e and e . 2.21j t k k z j t k z3 1 2 3 3 ( )[ ( ) ] ( )
The phase velocities of these ﬁelds are
w w=
+ =v k k v kand 2.22P 1 2
3
3
3
3
NL ( )
so that phase–velocity matching occurs when
= +k k k 2.233 1 2 ( )
corresponding to the phase-matching condition. If nonlinear
interactions are described as collisions of photons, the
corpuscular interpretation of phase matching is momentum
conservation during such collisions. This picture is particu-
larly useful because it allows us to easily extend the phase-
matching condition to the vectorial case, which occurs when
the interacting beams are non-collinear; momentum conserva-
tion leads to a vectorial equation:
  = +  k k k momentum conservation, 2.243 2 1 ( )
= +  k k k non collinear phase matching. 2.253 2 1 ‐ ( )
From this condition, we can also deduce the propagation
direction of the beam generated by the non-collinear
interaction of two ﬁelds. As an example, in ﬁgure 5 we
show non-collinear SFG between two beams with

k1 and

k2.
The propagation direction

k3 of the beam at the sum-
frequency is given by the phase-matching condition. This also
shows that tuning one of the beams changes the propagation
direction of the sum-frequency ﬁeld.
Figure 4. Simple models of second order nonlinear interactions based on excitation of virtual levels for (a) sum frequency generation and (b)
optical parametric ampliﬁcation.
Figure 5. (a) SFG scheme in a non-collinear conﬁguration. (b)
effects of the detuning of one of the beams’ frequency on the
propagation direction of the SFG beam.
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We note that both the wave and corpuscular interpreta-
tions of phase-matching, including the non-collinear interac-
tion, can be easily extended to the DFG process occurring
during parametric ampliﬁcation. We will often refer to these
models for the design of an OPA, as explained in the
following sections.
2.2. Interaction types
In section 2.1 we introduced the differential equations
describing the nonlinear interaction between pump, signal and
idler monochromatic ﬁelds assuming the same propagation
directions and without specifying the polarisation of the
beams (see equation (2.4)). In general, the interaction
involves ﬁelds with different polarisations and different pro-
pagation directions; a complete description of second-order
processes accounting for the polarisations of the ﬁelds
through the nonlinear susceptibility tensor goes beyond the
scope of this paper. However, it is possible to derive the main
properties of OPA by extending some of the results discussed
so far to the general case of non-collinear beams, with dif-
ferent polarisations.
To take polarisation of the ﬁelds into account, it is suf-
ﬁcient to reduce the nonlinear susceptibility tensor to the
scalar coefﬁcient deff (see equation 2.3), which accounts for
the average interaction strength among the ﬁelds. To study the
interaction types based on the polarisation states of the ﬁelds,
we will limit ourselves in this paper to the simpler, and more
commonly adopted, uniaxial birefringent crystals; the reader
is referred to [27, 28] for a complete treatment of birefrin-
gence through the index ellipsoid and of the more general
case of biaxial crystals. In uniaxial crystals, the best reference
frame to describe the electric ﬁeld of an electromagnetic wave
is deﬁned by the optical axis of the medium and the wave–
vector

k of the propagating beam. As sketched in ﬁgure 6, the
optical axis and the wave–vector

k deﬁne a plane σ and two
normal directions, called ordinary (o) and extraordinary (e):
these directions are a good reference frame to deﬁne the
polarisation state of the ﬁeld. According to the most common
classiﬁcation of the polarisation conﬁgurations of the three
interacting ﬁelds, we group them in the following interaction
types (see table 1):
Type 0 The three interacting waves have equal polarisation
states, either ordinary (ooo) or extraordinary (eee).
Type I The low-frequency ﬁelds (w1, w2) propagate with
the same polarisation, either ordinary or extra-
ordinary. The resulting conﬁgurations are therefore
ooe or eeo, respectively.
Type II The low-frequency ﬁelds are cross-polarized, and
the possible conﬁgurations are eoe, oee, eoo, oeo.
From the polarisation conﬁguration of the ﬁelds it is
possible to evaluate the two important parameters governing
the nonlinear interaction: the nonlinear effective coefﬁcient
d ,eff which accounts for the second-order nonlinear response
of the medium, and the frequency-dependent wave–vector
mismatch Dk , which determines the efﬁciency of the energy
ﬂow between the interacting ﬁelds. Details on the nonlinear
coefﬁcient will be given in the appendix B.3; phase matching
will be discussed in the following.
2.2.1. Phase-matching calculation. Let us now focus on the
wave–vector mismatch Dk , the most important parameter in
the nonlinear processes, which determines the efﬁciency of
the energy ﬂow between the interacting ﬁelds. In the case of
the collinear interaction studied in section 2.1, the phase-
matching condition can be expressed as a scalar equation:
D = - - =k k k k 0. 2.263 2 1 ( )
In the more general case of the ﬁelds propagating along
different directions, i.e. in the non-collinear interaction
geometry, momentum conservation becomes a vectorial
equation:
D = - - =   k k k k 0. 2.273 2 1 ( )
Note that the non-collinear conﬁguration adds one degree of
freedom, which allows to ﬁnd a more favorable phase-
matching condition; in parametric ampliﬁcation, this is the
angle between pump and signal, which also allows to spatially
separate the three beams after ampliﬁcation. The resulting
non-collinear OPA is therefore also called NOPA [29].
In the following we will show how to obtain the phase-
matching condition for the interaction among three mono-
chromatic waves; we will ﬁrst study the collinear case, and
then extend the results to non-collinear geometry.
Figure 6. (a) ordinary and extraordinary directions in uniaxial
birefringent crystals. (b) Section of the index ellipsoid and graphical
meaning of the extraordinary refractive index, for a positive uniaxial
crystal. The optical axis is in the z-direction.
Table 1. Summary of polarisation conﬁgurations in second order
processes.
Type w3 extraordinary w3 ordinary
Type 0 eee ooo
Type I ooe eeo
Type II
eoe eoo
oee oeo
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Collinear phase matching. In the collinear conﬁguration,
recalling that w=k n c0, the phase-matching condition is
equivalent to
w w w- - =n n n 0 2.283 3 2 2 1 1 ( )
which links the refractive indexes ni seen by the interacting
beams and allows to refer to phase-matching also as index
matching. In general, fulﬁlling this condition is not
straightforward: equation (2.28) can be written
w w w w
w w
= + -
 - = -
n n n
n n n n . 2.29
3 3 1 1 3 1 2
3 3 2 1 1 2
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
If we assume that w w w< <1 2 3, in isotropic media with
positive dispersion ( w¶ ¶ >n 0) the refractive indexes are
< <n n n1 2 3. Hence - >n n 03 2 and - <n n 01 2 and
equation (2.29) has no solution. This shows that phase
(index) matching is not obtainable in isotropic media with
positive dispersion; the same conclusion holds in the presence
of negative dispersion. To solve this problem, two approaches
can be followed:
(i) exploit birefringence by propagating the beams with
different polarisations, leading to Type-I and Type-II
interaction schemes;
(ii) apply a periodic modulation to the sign of the nonlinear
coefﬁcient d ,eff leading to the so-called quasi-phase-
matching (QPM) regime [30]; in this case the ﬁelds can
propagate with parallel polarisation (Type 0). Phase
matching is not locally satisﬁed, but the modulation of
the sign of deff leads to an average macroscopic net
exchange of energy between the ﬁelds.
To study phase matching by birefringence, for simplicity
we will limit ourselves to uniaxial crystals. These crystals
have two frequency-dependent refractive indexes: the ordin-
ary index no and the extraordinary index ne; if <n no e, the
crystal is called positive uniaxial crystal, whereas if >n no e it
is called negative uniaxial crystal. The refractive index seen
by a beam propagating in the crystal depends on its
propagation direction and its polarisation, which can be
either ordinary or extraordinary. Figure 6(a) shows how to
identify these two privileged directions.
The ordinary polarisation propagates with index of
refraction no, while the index of refraction experienced by
the extraordinary polarisation varies from no to ne as a
function of the propagation angle θ. Figure 6(b) shows the
pictorial meaning of qne ( ): it is calculated from the
intersection between the normal to the wave–vector

k and
the function + =z n x n 12 e2 2 o2 , which is a section of the
index ellipsoid [28]. The dependence of qne ( ) on the
propagation direction is given by:
q
q q= +
n n n
1 cos sin
. 2.30
e
2
2
o
2
2
e
2( )
( )
In this way, it is often possible to ﬁnd one value of the
propagation direction θ giving the right ne which fulﬁlls the
phase-matching condition of equation (2.28). This angle is
indicated with qm and is called phase-matching angle.
If only one ﬁeld has extraordinary polarisation, qm can be
exactly calculated from equations (2.28) and (2.30). Unfortu-
nately, this calculation is not straightforward if two ﬁelds
have extraordinary polarisation: some methods for the
calculation of the phase-matching angle are illustrated in
appendix B.
It is possible to show that not all the conﬁgurations listed
in table 1 can be phase-matched. In particular, in negative
uniaxial crystals ( <n ne o), phase matching will never be
obtained if w3 is ordinary. Similarly, phase matching will not
occur if w3 is extraordinary in positive uniaxial media
( >n ne o). For instance BBO, which is one of the most
widespread nonlinear media, is a negative uniaxial crystal;
hence, phase matching in BBO can be achieved only if w3 has
extraordinary polarisation.
The second approach to obtain phase-matching, QPM, is
typically used with those nonlinear crystals whose c 2( ) tensor
is such that the highest nonlinear coefﬁcient occurs when the
three interacting beams have the same polarisations, as for
stoichiometric lithium tantalate (SLT) or lithium niobate
(LiNbO3, LN). In these crystals the largest element of the
nonlinear tensor is d33, which contributes to the nonlinear
process when the three interacting beams share the same
extraordinary polarisation (Type 0 conﬁguration). In this case
birefringence phase-matching can never be obtained, as we
discussed. However, it is still possible to beneﬁt from such
high nonlinearity by QPM, which is obtained by placing the
optical axis of the crystal at an angle θ = 90° with respect to
the wave–vectors, and spatially modulating the nonlinear
properties of the medium [31]. This is achieved by
periodically changing the sign of the c 2( ) coefﬁcient,
reversing the alignment of the ferroelectric domains in the
crystal upon application of a suitable voltage, as shown in
ﬁgure 7. When the modulation of the nonlinear coefﬁcient is
periodic, we introduce the modulation period Λ and the
corresponding grating wave–vector p= LK 2g . The phase
matching equation now includes the grating wave–vector and
reads:
D = - - - =k k k k K 0. 2.313 2 1 g ( )
Finding the phase-matching condition, in this case, corre-
sponds to calculating the poling period Lm. Note that,
compared with phase-matching by birefringence, in QPM the
effective nonlinearity deff is reduced by a factor of p2 [31].
Figure 7. Sketch of a periodically poled crystal and the propagating
ﬁelds of an OPA.
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Non-collinear phase matching. When pump, signal and
idler beams propagate in different directions, the phase-
matching condition becomes the vector equation (2.27).
Figure 8(a) shows schematically the k vectors when phase-
matching is fulﬁlled: α and β are the angles between the
propagation direction of the pump (k3) and that of signal (k1)
and idler (k2), while the direction of the optical axis is taken
as the angle θ it forms with the pump beam. Note that in this
ﬁgure the beams propagate inside the birefringent medium;
for the propagation directions outside the crystal, Snell’s law
must be applied, and therefore the angles become larger. The
optical axis must lie on the same plane of the three vectors:
according to ﬁgure 6, this ensures that only one ordinary and
one extraordinary polarisation direction is deﬁned in common
to all three beams. As an example, ﬁgure 9 sketches the
beams of a visible NOPA: the optical axis is on the horizontal
plane, hence deﬁning the extraordinary polarisation direction
and the propagation plane of all beams. Note that propagating
the beams along a vertical plane without changing the crystal
orientation would dramatically reduce the phase-matching
bandwidth. One method to calculate the phase-matching
angle qm for different values of α is shown in appendix B.
Figure 10 shows the signal-wavelength dependent phase-
matching angles for visible Type-I NOPAs in BBO, pumped
by the SH of a Ti:sapphire (l = 400 nm) and an Yb-doped
laser (l = 515 nm). Similar results in the IR spectral range
are shown in 11(a), for a Type-I NOPA in LiIO3, pumped at
l = 800 nm [32]. In all these curves, the signal/pump angle
α is evaluated inside the nonlinear medium.
For the non-collinear geometry, the QPM condition
becomes:
D = - - -    k k k k K , 2.323 2 1 g ( )
where

Kg is the grating wave–vector. Figure 8(b) shows the
geometric arrangement of the wave–vectors for QPM, for the
most common conﬁguration in which the poling is in the
direction of the pump beam. Also in the non-collinear case the
optical axis forms an angle θ = 90° with all the wavevectors,
so that k1, k2 and k3 can be evaluated independently from the
propagation direction. Since in the diagram

Kg∣ ∣ is the segment
required to close the parallelogram, its calculation is
straightforward. Figure 11(b) shows the phase-matching
poling period for a NOPA in periodically poled SLT
(PPSLT), pumped at l = 800 nm and operating in the IR
spectral range [32].
2.3. Broadband parametric amplification
In section 2.1 we introduced the equations governing para-
metric ampliﬁcation of monochromatic waves. In this section
we will extend the same concepts to the case of the ampliﬁ-
cation of ultrashort pulses.
Let’s ﬁrst introduce the coupled nonlinear equations for
second order interaction of pulses. Since a pulse is described
as (see equation (A.3)):
= +w -E z t A z t, 1
2
, e c.c., 2.33j t kz( ) ( ) ( )( )
where A z t,( ) is the envelope, then equation (2.4) must be
recalculated including time-dependent coefﬁcients A z t, ;i ( )
the resulting coupled nonlinear equations are [36]:
⎧
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where vgi are the group velocities of the pulses and
d = -v v1 1ij i jg g is the group velocity mismatch (GVM)
between two pulses. Here we have chosen a frame of
reference that is moving with the group velocity of the pump
pulse (t = -t z vg3); GVDi are the group-velocity disper-
sions of the pulses (equation (A.26)), and s w= d c ni i ieff 0 .
Analytically solving these coupled equations, as we did
in the previous section, is now more challenging, even in
particular cases such as the undepleted-pump regime. To this
aim, several numerical methods have been proposed [21, 22]
to solve them in particular regimes. However, in order to
study the general properties of broadband parametric ampli-
ﬁcation, a full-blown solution of the coupled equations is not
really necessary.
Figure 8. Non-collinear phase-matching conﬁgurations for (a) angle-
tuned and (b) periodically poled OPAs.
Figure 9. Ordinary and extraordinary directions and propagation
plane in a non-collinear OPA.
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As detailed in appendix A.1, a light pulse can be
decomposed into the superposition of monochromatic waves
by the Fourier transform; and generally, the shorter the pulse,
the larger is the number of such waves. Thanks to this feature,
many properties of parametric ampliﬁcation with ultrashort
pulses can be deduced by generalising, with suitable correc-
tions, some of the results we derived in the monochromatic
regime, such as the parametric gain, the interaction types, the
collinear and non-collinear phase-matching.
However, two additional concepts must be introduced to
describe an ultrafast OPA: the pulse-splitting length and the
phase-matching bandwidth, that we will discuss in detail in
the following paragraphs.
2.3.1. Pulse-splitting length. Although in the monochromatic
regime the gain of an OPA scales exponentially with the
crystal length, with ultra-short light pulses the optimum
crystal length has to be chosen considering also the durations
and group velocities of the interacting pulses. One important
parameter is the temporal walk-off due to the relative group
delay (equation (A.27)) that the pulses accumulate during the
propagation. When their relative group delay becomes larger
than the pulse-lengths, the pulses do not temporally overlap
anymore and their interaction vanishes. Given that the pump
pulse has the FWHM duration τ, one can ﬁrst calculate the
propagation length after which the signal (or the idler) pulse
temporally separates from the pump pulse in the absence of
gain. This length is called pulse-splitting length and depends
on the GVM δ between the pulses:
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟t d t= = - =l v v j
1 1
1, 2. 2.35j j
j
3 3
g g3
∣ ∣ ( )
The pulse-splitting length becomes shorter for decreasing
pulse duration and for increasing GVM, which depends on
the crystal type, pulse wavelengths and (for pulses with
extraordinary polarisation) type of phase matching and
propagation direction with respect to the optical axis. Note
that the GVM between signal/idler and the pump is also
contained in equation (2.34).
Once we know the pulse-splitting length, how should we
choose the optimal crystal length? There is a qualitatively
important difference between the cases in which d13 and d23
have the same or different signs. When d d > 013 23· , both the
signal and the idler pulses walk away from the pump in the
same direction, so that the ampliﬁcation process stops for
propagation distances longer than the pulse-splitting length
and the parametric gain eventually saturates. In this case, the
Figure 10. Phase matching for Type-I NOPAs, based on BBO and operating in the visible and near-IR spectral range, for two pump
wavelengths. (a) Pump is the second harmonic of a Ti:sapphire laser (l = 400 nm) [33–35]; (b) Pump is the second harmonic of a Yb-based
laser (l = 515 nm). Solid lines are the conﬁgurations with the broadest ampliﬁcation bandwidth. α is signal/pump angle inside the nonlinear
medium; a = 0° corresponds to the collinear conﬁguration.
Figure 11. Phase matching for NOPA, pumped by the fundamental of a Ti:sapphire laser (l = 800 nm), and operating in the IR spectral
range. (a) Phase-matching angles in LiIO3. (b) phase-matching poling period in a periodically poled SLT (PPSLT). Solid lines correspond to
the conﬁguration with the broadest ampliﬁcation bandwidth. α is signal/pump angle inside the nonlinear medium; α = 0° corresponds to the
collinear conﬁguration.
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pulse-splitting length represents the length over which
parametric interaction takes place, i.e. the maximum useful
crystal length: this can be calculated as the smallest value
between l13 and l23.
On the other hand, when d d < 013 23· signal and idler
pulses walk in opposite direction with respect to the pump; in
this way parametric gain can only occur where the leading
edge of one pulse and the trailing edge of the other are
temporally superposed under the pump pulse. This nonlinear
interaction mechanism temporally localises signal and idler
under the pump pulse and the gain grows exponentially even
for crystal lengths well in excess of the pulse splitting length.
To qualitatively understand this trapping effect, we can
consider the situation in which the signal pulse has moved
slightly to the front and the idler pulse to the back of the pump
pulse: during the parametric process, the signal pulse
generates idler photons, which move to the back, i.e. towards
the peak of the pump; on the other hand, thanks to the
feedback mechanism illustrated in ﬁgure 3, the idler pulse
generates signal photons which in turn move to the front,
again towards the peak of the pump. This effect allows to use
crystals signiﬁcantly longer than the pulse-splitting length,
and to reach more easily the saturation occurring at pump
depletion [37]. This mechanism is illustrated in ﬁgure 12,
where we show the numerical solution of equation (2.34) for
the two different cases. We simulated an OPA employing a
4 mm thick BBO crystal; both pump and signal are 100 fs
long. The lower maps show the the normalised temporal
intensity of signal and idler during the interaction along the
crystal, in a frame of reference moving with the pump,
centered at t = 0. The upper panel show the normalised
energy of the pump and the signal. panels (a) is for the case in
which d d < 013 23· (l = 1300 nm1 , l = 800 nm3 , Type II
(oee), d = -46.7 fs mm13 1, d = - -23.5 fs mm23 1), and
shows that signal and idler remain locked under the pump
for propagation lengths much longer than the the pump-signal
and pump-idler pulse-splitting length, until pump depletion
occurs (dashed line). At depletion, the gain vanishes and
the signal and idler become unlocked and travel away
from the pump in opposite directions. Panels (b), on the
other hand, show that when d d > 013 23· (l = 600 nm1 ,
l = 400 nm3 , Type I (ooe) d = - -128.2 fs mm13 1,
d = - -238.5 fs mm23 1) signal and idler rapidly move away
from the pump in the same direction, limiting the interaction
length to only 1 mm; here no pump depletion occurs.
Before concluding this section, we note that to evaluate
the pulse-splitting length we only took into account d13 and
d23, accounting for the overlap between the pump and signal/
idler pulses. What is the role of d12, related to the overlap
between the signal and the idler pulses? This parameter does
not inﬂuence the interaction length. However, in the next
section we will learn that also d12 plays very important role,
though much different: it determines the ampliﬁcation
bandwidth.
2.3.2. Broadband collinear phase-matching. Let us now
discuss which parameters determine the gain bandwidth of
an OPA. Ideally one would like to have a broadband
ampliﬁer, i.e. an ampliﬁer which, for a ﬁxed pump frequency,
provides a constant gain over an as broad as possible range
Figure 12. Simulation of signal and idler temporal proﬁles during ampliﬁcation for two cases: (a) d d < 0;13 23· (b) d d > 013 23· . The
reference frame moves with the group velocity of the pump pulse (not shown), which is located at coordinate t = 0. Upper panels show the
energies of pump (linear scale) and signal pulses (logarithmic scale), lower panels map the normalized pulse intensity as a function of z.
Dashed lines in panels (a): crystal coordinate corresponding to pump depletion.
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of signal frequencies. As we have deduced in the
monochromatic regime both in the undulatory and the
corpuscular picture, phase matching is required for
the efﬁcient energy ﬂow between the beams. In order to
have broadband ampliﬁcation, one needs to keep the phase
mismatch as small as possible over a large bandwidth.
Practically, however, the phase-matching condition can be
perfectly satisﬁed only for a given set of frequencies (w1 , w2 ,
w3 ). We will now study in which cases phase-matching is
preserved for a broad range of signal frequencies.
In the collinear case, phase mismatch corresponds to:
w w wD = - -k k k k 2.363 2 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
for the birefringent phase-matching and
w w wD = - - -k k k k K 2.373 2 1 g( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
for QPM. Let us ﬁrst evaluate how the phase mismatch
changes when the signal frequency is detuned from w1 , which
corresponds to the phase-matching angle qm . One direct way
is to numerically calculate Dk as a function of the signal
frequency, and then evaluate the gain from equations (2.12)
and (2.13), within the large gain and low pump-depletion
approximations. This approach has the great advantage of
providing the frequency-dependent OPA gain, from which it
is possible to obtain the spectrum of the ampliﬁed signal, and
to evaluate the corresponding TL duration. We will give
details and examples of this procedure later in section 2.3.4.
Another approach consists in the ﬁrst-order Taylor
expansion of Dk (equations (2.26) or (2.31)) as follows. If
the pump frequency is ﬁxed at w3 and the signal frequency
changes to w w+ D1 , then by energy conservation the idler
frequency changes to w w- D2 . The corresponding wave
vectors become, to the ﬁrst order:
w w w w w
w w
w w w w w
w w
+ D + ¶¶ ´ D
= + D
- D - ¶¶ ´ D
= - D
w
w


k k
k
k
v
k k
k
k
v
1
1
, 2.38
1 1
1
1
g1
2 2
2
2
g2
1
2
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
where vg1 and vg2 are the group velocities of signal and idler
pulses, respectively evaluated at frequencies w1 and w2. The
resulting wave–vector mismatch is:
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ w d wD - D = Dk
v v
1 1
, 2.39
g g
12
1 2
( )
where d12 is the GVM between signal and idler pulses,
calculated at phase matching. This equation states that the
slope of the wave–vector mismatch as a function of frequency
is d12, and that the broadest phase-matching condition is
fulﬁlled when d = 012 , that is when signal and idler propagate
with matched group velocities. Note that this result holds for
both the birefringent and QPM conﬁgurations, since Kg is
constant and vanishes upon differentiation. The approach
based on Taylor expansion, although limited to the ﬁrst order,
provides a prescription on the signal/idler GVM for the
design of a broadband collinear OPA. If we now insert the
Taylor expansion of Dk into equations (2.12) and (2.13), we
can obtain an approximate expression of the FWHM
parametric gain bandwidth, within the large gain and low
pump-depletion approximation, as:
n pD =
G
-L v v
2 ln 2 1
1 1
. 2.40
g g2 1∣ ∣
( )
This equation shows that the gain bandwidth is inversely
proportional to the GVM between signal and idler and has
only a weaker square root dependence on small-signal gain
and crystal length. For the case when =v vg g1 2, equation (2.40)
loses validity and equation (2.38) must be expanded to the
second order, giving:
n pD =
G
+L
2 ln 2 1
GVD GVD
. 2.41
1 2
4
4
∣ ∣
( )
In this case the gain bandwidth is inversely proportional to the
square root of the sum of the GVDs of signal and idler pulses.
Group-velocity matching is typically fulﬁlled for Type-I
phase-matching at degeneracy, that is when signal and idler
have the same frequency and polarisation, and hence the same
group velocity. For a pump at angular frequency w3 , this
occurs when w w w= = 21 2 3 .
2.3.3. Broadband non-collinear phase matching. The same
calculations can be performed for the non-collinear case,
taking into account the vectorial nature of the phase matching
condition. Here we will expand to the ﬁrst order:
w w wD = - -   k k k k 2.423 2 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
for the birefringent phase-matching (ﬁgure 13(a)) and
w w wD = - - -    k k k k K 2.433 2 1 g( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
for QPM (ﬁgure 13(b)). The expansion is performed around
(w1 , w2 , w3 ), where D =

k 0, which corresponds to:
⎧⎨⎩
a
a
= + W
= W
k k k
k k
cos cos parallel to signal,
sin sin normal to signal.
2.443 1 2
3 2
( )
Note that according to the second equation the idler is
angularly dispersed, since Ω depends on k2.
Figure 13.Geometrical arrangement of signal, pump and idler wave–
vectors for the calculation of the broadband non-collinear condition,
for birefringent (a) and QPM (b) phase matching.
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Let’s now evaluate D k when the signal is detuned by
wD ; in this case the detuned wave–vectors become
= + D
 
k k k1 1 1 and = + D
  
k k k2 2 2 . The projection of the
wave–vector mismatches on the directions parallel (P) and
perpendicular (⊥) to the signal gives, for both cases of
ﬁgure 13:
⎧⎨⎩
D = -D - D
D = -D - D^ ^ ^
  k k k
k k k
,
.
2.452 1
2 1
( )
By expanding D k1 and D

k2 to the ﬁrst order and imposing
D =k 0 and D =k^ 0, we get:
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By further mathematical manipulation, we obtain the simple
expression:
= Wv v cos 2.47g1 g2 ( )
which shows that, as in the collinear case, broadband
ampliﬁcation is obtained when the group-velocity of the
signal matches the projection of the group velocity of the idler
along the signal direction (see ﬁgure 14). Equation (2.47) can
be satisﬁed only if >v vg2 g1. Note that in the case of
periodically poled crystals, this equation involves the group
velocities of the bulk material, since the poling wavevector
vanishes upon differentiation.
2.3.4. Amplification bandwidth. In this section we examine
the OPA conﬁgurations for broadband ampliﬁcation. The
expansion-based method we have illustrated in sections 2.3.2
and 2.3.3, helps at a ﬁrst stage to sort the conﬁgurations and
the crystals leading to broad ampliﬁcation bandwidth.
Figure 15 plots the GVM d12 between signal and idler, as a
function of signal wavelength for several nonlinear optical
crystals and spectral ranges, using Type I phase matching. As
expected, in all cases group velocity matching is obtained at
the degeneracy point (800 nm when l = 400 nm3 , and
1.6 μm when l = 800 nm3 ), where signal and idler share
the same wavelength and polarisation. At these wavelengths,
broadband ampliﬁcation is achieved with collinear geometry.
Other conﬁgurations with potentially broad ampliﬁcation
bandwidths are those with d > 012 : in this case, >v vg2 g1, i.e.
the idler has higher group velocity than the signal, which can
thus be projected along the signal direction to achieve the
group velocity matching expressed by equation (2.47). For
BBO (solid curve) d < 012 for all signal wavelengths in the
IR. This can be understood by recalling that BBO is a
relatively low-refractive-index material (n=1.6) with a zero-
dispersion wavelength at 1.38 μm. Since the zero-dispersion
wavelength corresponds to a maximum of the group velocity,
the signal wavelength is in a region of high group velocity,
and the idler is necessarily slower. For crystals with higher
refractive indexes the zero-dispersion wavelength shifts to
longer wavelengths (for example, 1.92 μm in LiNbO3, which
has n = 2.2), so that the idler can be expected to move faster
than the signal. For these crystals, therefore, the group
velocities of the signal and idler can be matched in a non-
collinear interaction geometry, which can be potentially
exploited for broadband ampliﬁcation.
After selecting the crystals that have d > 012 in the
ampliﬁcation band, it is possible to calculate the angle α
providing the broadest the gain bandwidth. To this aim, we
can follow two approaches:
Figure 14. Sketch of signal and idler pulses during propagation in the
gain medium. (a) Narrowband collinear conﬁguration corresponds to
temporal walk-off of the pulses. (b) The angle Ω required for
broadband ampliﬁcation also leads to exact signal-idler temporal
overlap.
Figure 15. Calculated signal-idler group-velocity mismatch for several nonlinear optical crystals. (a) At 400 nm pump wavelength in the
visible; (b) at 800 nm pump wavelength in the near-IR. Data from [32].
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• We calculate the phase-matching curves, as the ones
shown in ﬁgures 10 and 11; the angle α for which the
curve is nearly independent from the signal wavelength
corresponds to an ultrabroadband ampliﬁer. In our
examples, the broadband conﬁguration is indicated in
solid line.
• Even better estimate of the ampliﬁcation bandwidth can
be obtained by calculating the frequency-dependent gain.
The approach is similar for angle- and poling-period-
tuning: from those curves of ﬁgures 10 and 11
corresponding to the optimal angle α, we ﬁnd qm or Lm.
Then we calculate the frequency-dependent wavevector
mismatch wD k∣ ( )∣ (see appendix B for details). Finally,
the frequency-dependent gain is calculated by substituting
wD k∣ ( )∣ in equations (2.12) and (2.13).
This last method gives the best estimation of the OPA
gain bandwidth, because it also takes into account the crystal
thickness, the pump intensity and the exact wavelength-
dependent wave–vector mismatch. It provides the most
reliable approximation of the gain spectrum and allows
further optimisation the ampliﬁcation bandwidth by exploring
several values of α. Figure 16 shows the calculated wave–
vector mismatch and expected gain bandwidth evaluated
thanks to this approach, at various conﬁgurations. Note that in
the case of degenerate OPA, shown in panel (a), this method
allows to evaluate the gain bandwidth also when the crystal is
detuned (solid line) from perfect phase matching (dashed line)
so as to obtainD =k 0 at multiple signal wavelengths and in
this way broaden the gain bandwidth.
2.4. The idler beam
So far we have focused on the signal beam of an OPA,
however also the idler can be used for several applications.
The most important ones are the passive CEP stabilisation,
and the extension of the OPA tunability to the IR spectral
range. Let us ﬁrst study the unique properties of the idler for
passive CEP stabilisation.
We will consider a pulse with electric ﬁeld
w f= +E t B t tcos 0( ) ( ) ( ), where f is the (time-dependent)
phase. j f= =t 0( ) is the CEP, otherwise referred to as
absolute phase: when the pulse envelope B(t) has its max-
imum at t = 0, j is the phase of the carrier wave with respect
to the envelope, as shown in ﬁgure 17. If j = 0, a maximum
of the electric ﬁeld corresponds to the peak of the pulse
envelope (cosine pulse), while ifj p= 2, the electric ﬁeld at
the peak of the pulse envelope is zero (sine pulse). Typical
femtosecond laser sources generate pulse trains in which the
CEP varies from pulse to pulse [38]. One of the frontiers of
Figure 16. Gain of 390-nm-pumped OPAs, compared with the measured spectra. The gain medium is a 1 mm thick BBO. Lower panels:
calculated wave–vector mismatch; main panels: corresponding normalized gain (red lines) and experimental spectrum (black line). (a)
Collinear OPA around degeneracy; dashed line: BBO tuned exactly at degeneracy angle q =m 30.7°; solid line: BBO detuned to broaden the
gain bandwidth. (b) NOPA. The gain includes the transmission of a short-pass ﬁlter on the seed beam.
Figure 17. Deﬁnition of the CEP slip, a cosine pulse (j = 0) and sine pulse (j p= 2).
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ultrafast optics is the stabilisation of the CEP, which allows
the generation of light pulses with predetermined and repro-
ducible electric ﬁeld proﬁle. This capability, acquired only in
recent years [39, 40], has paved the way to the synthesis of
optical waveforms [41], analogously to the electrical wave-
forms produced by an electronic pulse generator. CEP con-
trol, in particular, is a prerequisite for strong-ﬁeld physics
with ultrashort pulses and has allowed the production of
isolated attosecond pulses through high harmonic genera-
tion [42, 43].
To understand how the OPA can contribute to the sta-
bilisation the idler CEP, we need to derive a link between the
CEPs of pump, signal and idler waves. In particular, since the
CEP is related to the shift of the carrier with respect to the
envelope, we will focus on the three-wave mixing of mono-
chromatic waves, for which Ai and f do not depend on time.
In this case the CEP isj fº , and the nonlinear interaction is
described by the coupled equation (2.8). Recalling that the
complex ﬁeld amplitudes Ai depend on the real amplitudes Bi
as (see appendix A.1)
= jA B e 2.48i i j ( )
the coupled nonlinear equations are transformed to [24]:
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where j j jY = - - - Dkz3 2 1 is the so-called generalised
phase. Assuming perfect phase matching (D =k 0)
equation (2.49) have simple solutions for different boundary
conditions.
Let us ﬁrst consider the case of SFG, i.e. the generation
of a ﬁeld at w w w= + ;3 1 2 assuming the boundary condition
= =B z 0 03 ( ) , the value of the generalised phase that max-
imises the right-hand side in the third equation in (2.49) is
pY = - 2. This corresponds to the SFG phase
j j j j p= = + - 2SFG 3 1 2 . With SHG, which is a
degenerate SFG process with w w w= =1 2 FF and
w w w= = 23 SH FF, we get j j p= -2 2SH FF .
In an OPA, the idler pulse (w2) is generated through a
DFG process between pump (w3) and signal (w1), i.e.,
w w w= -2 3 1: assuming the boundary condition
= =B z 0 02 ( ) , the value of the generalised phase that
maximises the right-hand side term in the second equation in
(2.49) is pY = 2. Consequently, j j j j= = -DFG 2 3 1p- 2, which inherently links the CEP of the idler to those of
the signal and the pump. Hence, if j3 and j1 are relatively
ﬁxed (i.e., up to an arbitrary constant), then the DFG phase is
constant from pulse to pulse.
This process can be used to obtain a train of pulses with
constant CEP starting from pulsed laser sources where the
CEP j varies randomly from shot to shot. This technique is
called passive CEP stabilisation [44], and will be detailed in
the following.
Let us consider an OPA in which the seed pulse is
obtained by self-phase-modulation (SPM) starting from a
driver pulse with CEP j. This is for example the case of
spectral broadening in a single-mode or microstructured
optical ﬁber, in a gas-ﬁlled hollow waveguide or a gas ﬁla-
ments, or of white-light continuum (WLC) generation in bulk
materials (see section 3.2). In all these cases, it can be shown
[45] that j j p= - + c2SPM , i.e. the CEP of the driver
pulse is transferred to the seed. Here and in the following, we
include also the constant phase c accumulated due to
propagation.
When the OPA is pumped by the FF of the laser,
j j= + c ;3 3 if the seed pulse is produced via WLC gen-
eration starting from the FF pulse, then its CEP is linked to
that of the pump by j j p= - + c21 1 and the idler has
CEP j j j p= - - = -c c22 3 1 3 1, which is stable from
shot to shot. The same situation holds when the OPA is
pumped by the SH of the driving pulse, so that
j j p= - + c2 2 ;3 3 if the WLC seed is also generated
starting from the SH of the driver, then j j p= - + c21 1
andj = -c c2 3 1, resulting again in passive CEP stabilisation
of the idler. We can thus conclude that an OPA produces a
CEP stable idler when the seed is generated with the same
pulse used as the pump, either the FF or the SH of the driving
laser. If, on the other hand, the OPA is pumped by the SH but
the seed is generated starting from the FF, we have
j j p= - + c2 23 3 and j j p= - + c21 1. In this case,
we obtain j j p= - + -c c22 3 1, so that the idler is not
CEP stabilised, but rather reproduces, from shot to shot, the
CEP ﬂuctuations of the driving pulse (phase-repeating
OPA) [46].
The above considerations are valid when the OPA is
seeded by WLC, which inherits the CEP of the driving pulse.
For parametric superﬂuorescence (PSF), which is parametric
ampliﬁcation of vacuum ﬂuctuations or quantum noise (see
section 3.2), one expects that the CEP link between the pump
and the PSF pulses is completely lost; this has indeed been
veriﬁed, both numerically and experimentally, in [22]. CEP
locking between the pump and PSF pulses only holds at
degeneracy [47, 48]. Therefore, in most cases, an OPA seeded
by PSF cannot be used in any passive CEP stabilisation
scheme. It should be noted that, for a multistage OPA driven
by a sufﬁciently intense pump, efﬁcient ampliﬁcation of PSF
with random CEP takes place even in the absence of a seed
beam. This mechanism can compete with the ampliﬁcation of
the WLC seed causing extra CEP jitter and even excessive
amplitude noise. Therefore, to suppress the parasitic ampli-
ﬁcation of PSF, the pump intensity and the gain of each OPA
stage should be carefully optimised [49].
Another important application of the idler beam is direct
generation of tunable mid-infrared radiation. If we consider the
bandwidth wD 3 of the pump beam to be sufﬁciently narrow,
one can easily derive from energy conservation that
w wD = D2 1∣ ∣ ∣ ∣, i.e. the idler inherits the bandwidth of the
ampliﬁed signal. The idler propagates along directions imposed
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by the phase-matching condition, which in its vector notation
reads = +  k k k3 1 2 (see ﬁgure 18). In collinear OPAs,

k3 and
k1 are parallel, and the idler is also generated collinearly with
pump and signal (panel (a)). On the other hand, in NOPAs

k3
and

k1 form a ﬁnite angle and the idler is also generated in a
non-collinear direction. As illustrated in ﬁgure 18(b), a
broadband NOPA produces angularly dispersed idler pulses,
which are very difﬁcult to be practically employed. Grating and
prism-based systems could be used to correct for the angular
dispersion of the idler beam [46],but at the price of a signiﬁcant
complication of the experimental setup. However, another
approach is feasible for the non-collinear generation idler
pulses without angular dispersion. Thanks to the symmetry
between signal and idler (see equations (2.8) and (2.34)), we
could call A1 the idler and A2 the signal. In this case,
ﬁgure 18(b) suggests that the idler beam (see

k1 ) can be gen-
erated without angular dispersion if the input seed (see

k2 ) has
suitable angular dispersion [50]. The non-collinear phase-
matching still obeys equation (2.47), which now means that
broadband idler pulses are obtained when the group-velocity of
the idler matches the projection of the group velocity of the
signal along the idler direction. This can be satisﬁed only if the
group velocity of the signal is higher than that of the idler.
3. Design criteria of ultrafast OPAs
In this section we will discuss the design criteria of ultrafast
OPAs. The way an OPA is implemented depends on its
architecture, the characteristics of the laser source, the
ampliﬁcation frequency range, the ampliﬁed pulse energy and
duration.
3.1. OPA architecture
The conceptual scheme of a femtosecond OPA is summarised
in ﬁgure 19. One can see that an OPA fundamentally consists
of three sub-systems [51]:
(a) A seed pulse generation stage, which exploits a
nonlinear optical process to generate, starting from the
pump pulse, from its second harmonic (SH) or from its
third harmonic (TH), a weak pulse at the signal
frequency that initiates the OPA process.
(b) Parametric ampliﬁcation in one or more gain stages,
pumped either by the fundamental wavelength (FW) of
the driving laser or by its SH/TH.
(c) An optional pulse compression stage by a dispersive
delay line, to obtain the TL pulse duration.
Analyzing the operation of these three blocks provides
the key for understanding the properties of the OPA and in
particular the design required to achieve speciﬁc working
parameters. Typically gain in an OPA is achieved in multiple
stages, with the number dictated by the ﬁnal pulse energy: a
pre-ampliﬁer (or signal ampliﬁer, 1st stage) starting from the
low-energy seed beam and displaying high gain (from 103 to
105) and one (2nd stage) or more power ampliﬁers, displaying
relatively low gain (from 10 to 102). The multi-stage approach
has several advantages: (i) it allows to compensate for the
GVM arising between pump and signal pulses within each
stage; (ii) it enables to adjust the pump intensity, and thus the
parametric gain, separately in the different stages. Most of the
available pump energy should be used for the ﬁnal stage,
which is driven into saturation in order to efﬁciently convert
the available pump energy and minimise shot-to-shot energy
ﬂuctuations of the ampliﬁed signal. The spot size of the
beams progressively increases for the subsequent stages, in
order to accommodate higher pulse energies while keeping
comparable peak intensities.
Figure 18. Propagation direction of the beams in the collinear (a) and
non-collinear (b) cases. The direction of the idler wavevector

k2 is
deduced from phase-matching considerations.
Figure 19. Conceptual scheme of a femtosecond OPA. DL: delay line; BS: beam splitter; SHG/THG: second/third-harmonic generation
module. Dashed boxes denote optional stages.
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3.2. Seed generation
In standard OPA systems, the two most widely adopted
schemes for producing the seed pulse are optical parametric
generation (OPG) and WLC generation. OPG, also known as
PSF, is parametric ampliﬁcation of the vacuum or quantum
noise, which can also be thought of as two-photon sponta-
neous emission from a virtual level excited by the pump ﬁeld
[52]. In practice it is simply achieved by pumping a suitable
second order nonlinear crystal, which is often of the same
Type as the ones used in the subsequent OPA stages; OPG
occurs at those frequencies for which the parametric interac-
tion is phase-matched. Since PSF is a stochastic process that
starts from noise, it has the disadvantages of a inherently large
shot-to-shot energy ﬂuctuations of the seed and a poor spatial
beam quality. In addition, the longitudinal position inside the
nonlinear crystal at which ampliﬁcation takes place, and thus
the absolute timing of the seed pulse with respect to the pump,
varies stochastically in time [22]. Finally, the CEP of the seed
generated by OPG is completely uncorrelated to the CEP of
the pump pulse, so that passive CEP stabilisation schemes
cannot be applied to OPAs seeded by OPG [22] (see section
2.4). The main advantage of OPG is the relatively modest
pulse energy requirement, especially using crystals with very
high effective nonlinearity such as periodically poled LN and
SLT. This features is particularly useful in OPAs which are
driven by high-repetition-rate, low-pulse-energy oscillators
[53, 54]. One ﬁnal remark about OPG is that it often occurs as
a parasitic effect, as it can be generated in the initial stage(s)
of the OPA, in the absence of a proper seed, and then
ampliﬁed in the subsequent stages, thus spoiling the proper-
ties (energy stability, spectral purity, CEP stability) of the
ampliﬁed pulses. This problem is especially relevant for the
OPCPAs, in which there might be temporal windows of the
relatively long pump pulse which are not seeded. Therefore,
special care needs to be taken to design the OPA stages in
order to suppress OPG/PSF [55, 56]. WLC generation [57] is
achieved by focusing the femtosecond pulse in a suitable
transparent dielectric medium (typically a sapphire plate)
displaying a c 3( ) nonlinearity. It is a complicated nonlinear
optical process, involving the interplay and coupling of
temporal (self-phase modulation, dispersion, self-steepening)
and spatial (self-focusing, diffraction) aspects, as well as
ionisation and plasma generation [58] leading to the
formation of a ﬁlament and to dramatic spectral broadening.
WLC generation is performed by focusing a fraction of the
driving pulse (typically the FF off the laser, but sometimes
also the SH or the TH) into the plate (with thickness from 1 to
10 mm); by adjusting the pulse energy (using a variable
attenuator), the focusing conditions (by moving the plate in
the focus of the beam) and the numerical aperture of the
focused beam (often by a diaphragm placed in front of the
focusing lens) a single ﬁlament WLC is formed. Typical
WLC spectra are shown in ﬁgure 20 [59]: besides an intense
residual peak at the driving pulse wavelength (which actually
contains most of the energy), two broad continua are formed
to the blue and to the red, with spectral energy density which
is 3 and 4 orders or magnitude lower than that of the driving
pulse, and amounts to ;10–30 pJ nm−1 in the visible range.
The WLC displays excellent shot-to-shot stability and dif-
fraction-limited spatial beam quality, so that it is the ideal
seed for an OPA [60] although with limited spectral energy
density. Using 800 nm Ti:sapphire driving lasers, with pulse
duration of 100 fs or shorter, the best medium for WLC
generation is undoped sapphire which, due to its very high
thermal conductivity and damage threshold, guarantees
excellent stability and damage-free operation. Using plates
with 1–3 mm thickness and pulse energies of m1 J, the
WLC spectrum extends down to 0.45 μm in the visible and up
to 1.6 μm in the IR [61]. The spectral coverage of WLC can
be extended to the UV (340 with FF pump and 250 nm with
SH pump) using CaF2, which needs to be continuously
moved in the focal plane to avoid photodamage [62]. CaF2 is
however seldom used in combination with OPAs, as the UV
range is very difﬁcult to amplify (as discussed in section
3.3.1). Using 1030 nm Yb-based driving lasers, which gen-
erate longer pulses, sapphire is not a suitable material for
WLC generation. Other media with lower bandgap, such as
undoped YAG or undoped KGW, allow the generation of
stable WLC under these conditions [59, 63]. In particular, for
the 200–400 fs pulses typically generated by Yb:based sys-
tems, a 4–6 mm thick YAG plate allows the damage-free
generation of a stable WLC [64]. The WLC generated in
sapphire/YAG provides a very broadband seed; the duration
of the OPA pulses will depend on the fraction of this broad
bandwidth which can be ampliﬁed, i.e. on the gain bandwidth
of the OPA crystal(s), which has been discussed in
Figure 20. White light spectra generated by 775 nm pulses (dotted black lines, not in scale) in several transparent plates: (a) yttrium
aluminum garnet (YAG) and sapphire; (b) potassium–gadolinium tungstate (KGW), yttrium vanadate (YVO4) and gadolinium vanadate
(GdVO4). All plates are 4-mm-thick, except for sapphire, which has thickness of 3 mm. Data from [59].
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section 2.3. One can thus derive the following design rules for
the OPA seed generation:
D1 Whenever possible, use WLC as a seed for the OPA,
due to the superior temporal and spatial qualities and
the very high shot to shot stability.
D2 OPG can be employed if the pulse energy available to
drive the seed generation is too low, as in high-
repetition-rate, low-energy systems; care should be
taken to avoid OPG as a parasitic effect which can
occur in the different OPA stages, providing a spurious
seed which degrades the quality of the ampliﬁed pulses.
D3 Sapphire is the preferred option as a WLC material, due
to its high stability and damage threshold; for longer
driving pulses, such as those generated by Yb-based
systems, low-bandgap materials such as YAG are better
options.
3.3. Parametric amplification
In the parametric ampliﬁcation stage(s) energy ﬂows from the
pump to the seed pulses. In order to optimise this process, one
should carefully adjust the pump-pulse (wavelength, energy
and duration) and the nonlinear interaction (crystal Type and
crystal length) parameters.
3.3.1. Pump-pulse parameters. Among the most important
parameters which inﬂuence the performances of an OPA are
the characteristics of the pump pulse, and in particular: its
wavelength, which determines the tuning range; the pulse
energy and duration, which affects the interaction length, the
gain and the maximum energy of the ampliﬁed signal; the
repetition rate, which determines the average power ﬂowing
through the crystal(s).
Pump-pulse wavelength. Several criteria inﬂuence the
choice of the pump wavelength for an OPA. The most
important is the required tuning range, which depends on the
pump wavelength, on the possibility to satisfy the phase-
matching condition and on the transparency range of the
nonlinear crystal. Absorption is one of the most important
factors limiting the tuning of an OPA; care must be taken in
order to have both signal and idler frequencies in the
transparency range of the nonlinear crystal(s). This is due to
the feedback mechanism we described in section 2.1: not only
does it guarantee the exponential growth of the gain, but it
also prevents ampliﬁcation whenever a signal or idler photon
is absorbed. For this reason, absorption of the idler light in the
infrared affects the ampliﬁcation in the visible. In ﬁgure 21
we summarise the tuning ranges of the popular BBO-based
OPA, when pumped by the FF and the SH of Ti:sapphire and
by the FF/SH/TH of Yb. For this crystal and these pumping
conditions wavelength tunability is between 390 nm and
m»3 m, limited by the pump pulse wavelength and by the
onset of IR absorption in BBO at m»3 m. Of course other
frequency ranges can be covered by nonlinear frequency
conversion of the OPA output, e.g by SHG of or by SFG with
the FF or the SH of the driving pulses. In particular, the mid-
IR region (3–20 μm), which is very important for vibrational
spectroscopy, can be covered by DFG between the signal and
the idler of a 800 nm pumped OPA [65, 66]. By inspecting
ﬁgure 21, one notices that for FF-pumped OPAs signal/idler
tunability is limited to the IR. By frequency doubling an FF-
pumped OPA, one can only generate signal wavelengths
down to 550 nm, thus leaving a signiﬁcant portion of the
visible uncovered. The visible region (450–700 nm), which is
very important for spectroscopic applications, can be well
covered by a SH-pumped Ti:sapphire OPA; on the other
hand, for Yb lasers a visible OPA requires pumping with the
TH, with an additional frequency conversion process which
reduces the overall conversion efﬁciency.
The tuning range of OPAs in the visible is limited to
390 nm (when pumped by the TH of an Yb laser) by the
energy of the pump photon; pumping with more energetic
photons, such as e.g. the TH of Ti:sapphire (l3 = 266 nm), is
difﬁcult because of the onset of strong two-photon absorption
in the nonlinear crystals at the intensities required for the
OPA process [67]; generation of tunable UV pulses is
nevertheless possible by SHG of the visible OPA [68, 69] or
SFG with the FF pulses [70]. Long-wavelength tuning is
limited in BBO to 3 μm by the onset of mid-infrared
absorption. Other crystals with higher refractive index display
a more extended mid-IR transparency, allowing the direct
Figure 21.Map of tuning ranges of an OPA based on BBO, whose infrared transparency is limited to 3 μm. The degeneracy point is at half
the pump frequency.
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generation of mid-IR idler pulses out to a wavelength of
m5 m [71–73]. Examples of these crystals are LiIO3,
KNbO3, KTiOPO4 (KTP) or its isomorphs, MgO:LiNbO3,
LN and SLT. These crystals are however not transparent in
the 5–10 μm region (the ﬁngerprint region), where many
molecular vibrational transitions occur. There are crystals
with extended mid-IR transparency, such as ZnGeP2 (ZGP),
GaSe, AgGaSe2 and AgGaS2 (AGS), but they all display
absorption onsets in the visible (0.74 μm for ZGP,
m0.65 m for GaSe, 0.73 μm for AgGaSe2 and 0.53 μm
for AGS) so that they all suffer from two-photon absorption
when pumped at 800 nm, preventing the direct generation of
mid-IR pulses as the idler of an 800 nm pumped OPA for
wavelengths longer than 5 μm. The situation improves
slightly at 1030 nm wavelength, which allows pumping of
the AGS crystal and direct generation of idler pulses tunable
out to 7 μm [74]. However, due to the large GVM between
signal and idler, the ampliﬁed bandwidth is rather narrow,
resulting in pulsewidths of 160 fs or longer. There is a current
ongoing research effort in developing powerful sources of
ultrashort pulses at m2 m, based on Ho: or Tm:doped gain
media, which would allow direct pumping of mid-IR OPAs
based on the above mentioned crystals [75].
The choice of the OPA pump wavelength inﬂuences not
only the tuning range, but also the gain of the ampliﬁcation
process. On the one hand, the gain scales exponentially with
the frequency of the pump pulse. On the other hand, higher
pump frequencies typically result in larger temporal walk-off
due to the larger GVMs, which limits their interaction length
and, correspondingly, the maximum permissible crystal
thickness and the resulting gain.
The following simple design criteria can thus be given
for the choice of the pump wavelength of an OPA:
D4 Keeping in mind the required OPA wavelength or
tuning range, check which pump wavelength allows to
achieve it, possibly with the lowest number of
frequency conversion steps (SHG, SFG, DFG).
D5 When choosing the pump wavelength, consider also the
phase matching bandwidth and the resulting minimum
pulse duration, to check whether it complies with the
requirement of the application.
D6 It is generally easier to scale in energy OPAs pumped at
longer wavelengths (i.e. by the FF of Ti:sapphire or Yb
lasers), since the more favourable GVM conditions
allow the use of longer crystals; in addition parasitic
third order nonlinear effects are reduced due to the
scaling of the critical power for self-focusing with l2.
Pump pulse energy. The gain of a parametric ampliﬁer
depends on the intensity of the pump pulse, as shown by the
discussion following equation (2.14). In the pulsed regime,
the maximum intensity is at the pulse peak, and depends on
the pulse duration, its energy and the beam size. Generally, a
very high peak intensity may start spurious nonlinear
interactions, such as undesired cascaded second order
processes among pump, signal and idler beams, or third
order processes such as self phase-modulation, self-focusing
and small-scale ﬁlamentation. In addition, high intensities
may damage the surface of the crystal. The threshold for these
processes depends on the nonlinear coefﬁcient and the
damage threshold of the crystal. In order to be able to use
high pump intensities without the onset of these parasitic
processes, it is important to have a spatially clean beam
proﬁle, without hot spots. Typically, for BBO the pump pulse
energy and spot-size should be chosen to get pump peak
intensity of the order of 100–150 GW cm−2.
The pump pulse energy limits the energy of the ampliﬁed
signal pulses; this is better understood from the corpuscular
interpretation of the parametric ampliﬁcation and the Manley–
Rowe equations (equation (2.18)): the annihilation of one
pump photon generates one signal and one idler photon,
therefore the number of signal (idler) photons generated by
the ampliﬁcation process is related to the total number of the
initial photons of the pump. The ratio between the number of
output signal and input pump photons is hence a good ﬁgure
of merit for the efﬁciency of the ampliﬁcation process, and is
particularly meaningful in low-frequency ampliﬁers. The
conversion ratio typically ranges from 10% in pre-ampliﬁca-
tion stages to 30% in power ampliﬁers [76, 77]. In [78], for
example, an OPA pumped by 1.03 μm, 640 μJ pulses
ampliﬁes 3 μm signal light to 40 μJ energy; while in terms
Figure 22. The effect of parametric ampliﬁcation with large beams: (a) the large spatial chirp arising from the ampliﬁcation of large beams by
non-tilted pump-pulses; (b) homogeneous ampliﬁcation by a front-tilted pump. Optimum tilting matches the internal non-collinear angle.
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of pulse energy this means only 6% pump → signal
conversion, actually it corresponds to 20% converted
photons.
For the power ampliﬁcation stages in a non-collinear
interaction geometry care should be taken to match the pulse-
fronts of the non-collinear large-diameter pump and signal
beams. As shown in ﬁgure 22, for untilted pump pulses, due
to the non-collinear geometry different portions of the signal
spatial proﬁle are temporally overlapped with the pump, and
thus ampliﬁed, at different times, resulting in a large spatial
chirp of the signal [79, 80]. Pulse front tilting can be achieved
by the use of a grating [81] or a prism, possibly followed by a
telescope for ﬁne tuning of the tilt angle [82].
From these considerations, we can derive the following
design criteria for the choice of the pump-pulse energy:
D7 From the target energy of the ampliﬁed signal, set the
pump energy assuming that the photon conversion
efﬁciency is in the range of 10%–30%.
D8 Choose the pump spot-size and energy at the interac-
tion point that keeps its peak power below the damage
threshold of the nonlinear crystal, and below the onset
of higher-order processes. The pump size at the
nonlinear interaction can be adjusted by a lens or by
a telescope.
D9 For high-energy OPAs, where large pump sizes are
required to limit the pump peak-power, in the case of
non-collinear interaction apply pulse-front tilting to the
pump to avoid spatial chirp of the ampliﬁed pulse.
Pump pulse duration. The pump pulse duration is often
determined by the characteristics of the laser system used to
drive the OPA. One important prerequisite is that the pulses
are short enough to allow generation of a stable seed pulse by
WLC. This is however possible with most commercially
available femtosecond laser systems, using sapphire for Ti:
sapphire lasers (with duration 100 fs or shorter) and YAG for
Yb lasers with longer (200–300 fs) pulsewidths. That said,
one should however note that, somewhat counterintuitively,
there is no direct relationship between the pump pulse
duration and the duration of the shortest OPA pulse.
Assuming that an OPA is seeded by a broadband WLC, the
minimum pulse duration achievable, which is the TL duration
corresponding to the OPA spectrum, is in fact determined by
the gain bandwidth of the OPA, which essentially depends on
the signal-idler GVM d12 rather than on the pump pulse
duration (see section 2.3.2). Broadband OPAs pumped by Ti:
sapphire lasers with ;100 fs pulses and generating sub-10 fs
pulses tunable from 500 nm to 2 μm have been demonstrated
[13]. It is possible to achieve sub-10 fs TL pulses from
NOPAs even when pumped by Yb sources with 200–300 fs
pulsewidth [83]. Using a short pulse to pump the NOPA may
actually result in longer ampliﬁed pulses, unless measures are
taken to temporally stretch the pump pulse. In fact, as shown
in ﬁgure 23, the pump and seed pulses must be temporally
overlapped in order to exchange energy, and the seed,
typically produced by WLC generation, is usually temporally
chirped by propagation in the generation medium or in other
optical elements, so that different colours arrive at different
times. Having a short pump pulse will thus result in a limited
number of frequency components of the signal overlapping
with it and thus in a narrower ampliﬁed bandwidth,
corresponding to longer OPA pulses. In broadband OPAs,
therefore, it is often necessary to temporally stretch the pump
pulse, e.g. by propagation in a dispersive glass block [84].
One can thus formulate the following simple design
rules:
D10 The duration of the pulses generated by an OPA does
not depend on the pump pulse duration; once
broadband phase-matching is satisﬁed, an OPA can
generate pulses which are signiﬁcantly shorter than
the pump laser (this is especially important when
using OPAs in combination with long-pulse Yb laser
sources).
D11 The seed duration must be shorter than or comparable
to the pump pulse to ensure their temporal overlap.
With short pumps, the seed must be suitably pre-
compressed to avoid gain-narrowing. Alternatively,
the pump pulse can be temporally stretched.
3.3.2. Nonlinear interaction parameters. Once the pump
characteristics have been selected, the parameters of the
nonlinear interaction (crystal type, phase-matching type,
crystal length) should be appropriately chosen.
Crystal and interaction type. The choice of the nonlinear
crystal is determined by the balance of several parameters: the
transparency range; the nonlinear coefﬁcients; the nonlinear
interaction parameters; the optical damage threshold; the
availability and price.
When designing an OPA, the ﬁrst crystal parameter that
should be taken into account is its transparency range: as
discussed in section 3.3.1, this determines the tunability range
of the OPA.
Figure 23.Ampliﬁcation of a broadband, chirped seed by (a) a short and (b) a long pump. The pump duration inﬂuences the bandwidth of the
ampliﬁed beam.
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As can be seen from equation (2.14) and the following
discussion, the parametric gain depends exponentially on the
second-order nonlinear coefﬁcient and the ﬁgure of merit;
using crystals with high nonlinearity and low refractive
index is therefore preferable. The low nonlinearity could be
compensated for by increasing the peak intensity of the pump
or the length of the crystal. However, large peak intensity may
lead to higher order detrimental processes or even damage of
the crystal surface.
One very important parameter that drives the choice of
the crystal is its ampliﬁcation bandwidth. Broadband opera-
tion can be achieved when d > 012 in the spectral range of
interest; evaluation of d12 for various crystals, polarisation
conﬁgurations (Type 0, I, II) and pump wavelengths, allows
sorting the best candidates for broadband ampliﬁcation in a
speciﬁc spectral region. Following this approach, for
example, we learn from ﬁgure 15 that broadband ampliﬁca-
tion in the IR spectral range cannot be obtained using 800 nm-
pumped BBO with Type-I conﬁguration, since d < 012 . The
same calculation, on the contrary, shows that Type-II
conﬁguration exhibits very broadband gain [85]. The
capability of a crystal to provide broadband ampliﬁcation
can be assessed by calculating the frequency-dependent gain
for various crystal lengths, pump intensities and phase-
matching tuning, as shown in ﬁgure 16.
BBO offers an excellent combination of the above listed
parameters [86] and is therefore the crystal of choice for many
OPA applications. It has a broad enough transparency range
to allow ampliﬁcation from 400 nm to 3 μm, as shown in
ﬁgure 21. Its nonlinear coefﬁcient is moderately high, with
» -d 2 pm Veff 1 for Type I OPA pumped at 400 nm.
Bismuth triborate (BiB3O6, or BIBO) is a biaxial crystal
which possesses extremely large parametric gain bandwidth
for degenerate collinear interaction when pumped at 800 nm
[76, 87] and UV transparency edge extending to 286 nm [88].
Its main advantage is the high second order nonlinear
susceptibility ( = -d 3.2 pm Veff 1 for Type-I SHG [89]) and
a ﬁgure of merit which is twice that of BBO.
Lithium triborate (LiB3O5, LBO) has high damage
threshold [90] and small walk-off angle (see next section),
which make it suited for the ﬁnal power ampliﬁcation stages
with long crystal lengths. In addition, it has larger angular
acceptance for a given gain compared to other common
nonlinear crystals [91, 92], so that it is best suited with tightly
focused beams, and wide transparency range from 160 nm to
2.6 μm. However, this crystal displays a lower nonlinear
coefﬁcient, of the order of » -d 0.76, pm V31 1 and
» -d 0.85 pm V32 1 [93].
LN and SLT have IR transparency extended to 5.2 μm
and 5.5 μm respectively, which make them suited for
ampliﬁcation in the infrared. For both crystals, the highest
element of the nonlinear tensor is d33 ( -27, pm V 1 for LN,
and - -21, pm V 1 for SLT), an extremely high nonlinearity
which can be only exploited with Type-0 interaction. For this
reason, they are typically periodically poled to obtain QPM.
LN has low optical and photorefractive damage threshold,
which can be increased by doping the crystal with
Magnesium–Oxide (MgO) without affecting its high non-
linear coefﬁcient. Large aperture MgO:PPLN crystals have
been recently manufactured [94], and could be used to
increase the pulse-energy of an OPA while keeping the peak-
power at low levels. In power stages or booster ampliﬁers,
PPSLT is preferred thanks to its higher damage thresh-
old [95].
The design rules concerning the choice of the crystal type
are hence the following:
D12 Choose the crystal according to its transparency
range, phase-matching bandwidth and damage
threshold.
D13 If the most suitable crystal has low damage
threshold, it is better to use a multi stage, large-beam
OPA chain.
D14 Identify the plane containing the optical axis of
the crystal. This plane deﬁnes the ordinary and
extraordinary polarisation of all the OPA beams,
and also their propagation plane (see ﬁgures 6 and 9).
D15 Adjust the polarisations of the pump and seed beams
according to the interaction type.
Crystal length. As we discussed in section 2.1, the
parametric gain depends exponentially on the crystal length.
However, for ultrashort pulses, the ampliﬁcation occurs only
when the pump pulse is temporally overlapped with the signal
and the idler. For this reason one parameter that limits the
Figure 24. Pump-signal (d13) and pump-idler (d23) group velocity mismatch curves for an OPA based on BBO, pumped at (a) 0.8 μm and (b)
at 0.4 μm. Both Type I (solid lines) and Type II phase-matching (idler extraordinary, dashed lines) are shown.
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crystal length is the GVM which, together with the pump
pulse duration, determines the pulse splitting length
(equation (2.35)). Figure 24 shows examples of GVM curves
for a BBO OPA pumped by 0.8 μm (a) and 0.4 μm (b) pulses,
respectively. The pulse splitting length, and hence the crystal
thickness, could be increased by using long pump pulses;
longer crystals can be used also when d d < 013 23· . However
another factor limits the interaction length, which is the
spatial walk-off. This occurs whenever the pulses spatially
separate from each other in the transverse direction, hence the
interaction length depends on the beam size and the angle
between the beams.
In non-collinear ampliﬁcation, the lateral separation
between the beams depends on their (internal) propagation
directions, which form an angle of few degrees as shown in
ﬁgures 10 and 11 for the pump-signal beams, and in ﬁgure 14
for the signal-idler ﬁelds. Another source of spatial walk-off
originates whenever a light beam with extraordinary
polarisation propagates in a birefringent medium, as shown
in ﬁgure 25. In this case the direction of the wave vector (

k ,
normal to the wavefronts) does not coincide with that of the
power ﬂow (Poynting vector

P), but forms with it an angle ρ.
For the case of a uniaxial crystal we have [1]:
r q q q=  -n narctan tan , 3.1o e 2( ) { [( ) ] } ( )
where (+) refers to a negative uniaxial crystal ( >n no e) and
(−) to a positive one ( >n ne o). Birefringent walk-off affects
both collinear and non-collinear interactions; in non-collinear
conﬁguration, the pump-signal and pump-idler angles may
have the same magnitude as ñ: by properly choosing the
direction of the optical axis, the birefringent walk-off can be
used to compensate for the non-collinear walk-off. It should
be noted that spatial walk-off is absent in Type 0 phase
matching, achieved with periodically poled crystals, or when
the propagation direction is orthogonal to the optical axis
(θ=90°, non critical phase matching). In both cases, the
absence of spatial walk-off enables tighter focusing in the
crystal and longer interaction lengths.
The simple rule concerning the crystal length is the
following:
D16 Evaluate the optimum crystal length according to the
pulse-splitting length and the lateral separation of the
beams due to spatial walk-off. The only exception
occurs when d d < 013 23· .
3.4. Pulse compression
The third optional sub-system of an OPA is pulse compres-
sion, to compensate for the spectral phase accumulated by the
ampliﬁed pulses, and achieve TL pulse duration. Typically,
for visible/near-IR wavelengths, the OPA pulses are posi-
tively chirped due to material dispersion introduced by the
seed generation process (e.g. by linear propagation of the
WLC in the sapphire/YAG plate), by optical elements in the
signal path (lenses, beam splitters, spectral ﬁlters ...) and by
the OPA crystals. For narrow ampliﬁed pulse bandwidths (i.e.
corresponding to TL pulsewidths of 50 fs or longer, see
ﬁgure 29) the effects of such dispersion are negligible, so that
no compression is necessary and the OPA pulses can be used
as generated (this does not hold for an OPCPA, in which
pulses are stretched to picosecond duration and need to be
recompressed in any case, even for modest ampliﬁed band-
widths). For broader bandwidths, as typically achieved with a
NOPA or a degenerate OPA, pulse compression is necessary
to achieve the TL pulse duration. For moderately broad
bandwidths, it is sufﬁcient to correct the second order dis-
persion, or group delay dispersion (GDD, see appendix A.3
for details), while for broader bandwidths, and in particular
for sub-10 fs TL pulses, it is also necessary to simultaneously
correct for the third order dispersion (TOD).
Several optical systems providing negative dispersion in
the visible/near-IR are available (ﬁgure 26), including grating
pairs, prism pairs, chirped mirrors (CMs) and adaptive optical
systems.
Grating pairs [96], see panel (a) are not commonly used
with OPAs due to their high losses and the large GDD values
that they introduce. The simplest compressor consists of a
Brewster-cut prism pair in a folded conﬁguration [97, 98], see
panel (b); for a given prisms distance and glass insertion, it
can be adjusted to introduce a negative GDD which
Figure 25. (a) Directions of the wavevector (

k ) and of the power ﬂow (

P) due to birefringent walk-off. (b) Walk-off in negative and positive
uniaxial crystals.
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compensates for the GDD of the OPA pulses, however it
simultaneously introduces a large negative TOD, which
cannot be independently controlled. Since both GDD and
TOD are proportional to the prism tips separation, the ratio
TOD/GDD is a characteristic of the prisms material and the
wavelength, and can be minimised by choosing materials with
low dispersion (such as fused silica, MgF2 or CaF2). In this
case, however, the prism distance required to achieve a given
value of GDD increases. Since it can only correct for GDD
but not also for TOD, a simple prism compressor is suitable
for TL pulse durations down to 20 fs, but not for broader
bandwidths. An additional disadvantage of the prism pair is
the fact that the prism distance needs to be changed as the
NOPA wavelength is tuned. A better solution consists in
multiple bounces on a pair of CMs [99, 100], panel (c), which
can be designed to correct simultaneously for both GDD and
TOD and ensure either full compression of the ultra-broad-
band spectrum generated by a NOPA or pulse compression
throughout the NOPA tuning range [101]. CMs have the
advantage of high throughput and a particularly robust setup,
introducing a dispersion that is essentially insensitive to
misalignment and depends only on the number of bounces.
CMs introduce a dispersion that can only be varied in discreet
steps (e.g. GDD ;−50 fs2 in the visible range), so that ﬁne
dispersion tuning requires the insertion of some variable
amount of material on the beam path, typically a pair of fused
silica wedges. The only disadvantage of CMs is their rela-
tively high cost and the need for dedicated design and fab-
rication procedures, which are not always available in all
wavelength ranges, especially in the IR. Finally, pulse com-
pression can be achieved by adaptive optical systems, which
employ pulse shapers to provide an arbitrary control of the
frequency-dependent spectral phase. Pulse shapers, panel (d),
typically use the so-called 4 f arrangement [102], in which,
after a dispersive element (a grating or a prism), a lens (or a
spherical mirror) performs a spatial Fourier transform which
converts the angular dispersion to a spatial separation at the
back focal plane, where a phase (and/or intensity) modulator
is located. Different phase modulators, based on liquid–
crystals [103], acousto-optic modulators [104] or deformable
mirrors [105], can be employed. Alternatively, phase mod-
ulation can be achieved by an acousto-optic programmable
dispersive ﬁlter (AOPDF), as shown in panel (e) [106], in
which the light wave interacts with a collinearly propagating
acoustic wave. The advantage of the AOPDF is its simplicity,
as it is inserted inline in the beam path. Pulse shapers have of
course the advantage of ultimate ﬂexibility in spectral phase
correction, and offer the possibility to compensate for any
Figure 26. Basic schemes for the manipulation of the spectral phase of a pulse: (a) grating pair; (b) prism pair; (c) chirped mirrors; (d)
adaptive pulse shaper, with a deformable mirror in the Fourier plane; (e) acousto-optic programmable dispersive ﬁlter.
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dispersion introduced along the beam path before the
experiment. However, this ﬂexibility comes at the price of a
greatly increased complexity and cost of the device. Pulse
shapers are especially important for ﬁne dispersion compen-
sation in multistage, high-energy OPAs, or in OPCPAs,
which introduce a large amount of material dispersion which
is difﬁcult to accurately compensate by other means [18]. As
design criteria for the pulse compression stage one can thus
state the following:
D17 Since achieving dispersion compensation to all orders
is challenging, it is a good rule to carefully minimise
the material dispersion along the signal beam path
(e.g. by using thin optical elements and reﬂective
optics), so as to simplify the requirements for the
compressor and achieve more robust spectral phase
correction.
D18 Whenever possible and available, use CMs due to
their superior robustness, alignment insensitivity and
broadband spectral phase correction capability.
D19 For moderate OPA pulse bandwidths, for which GDD
compensation is sufﬁcient, it is possible to use the
simple, low-cost and readily available prism pair
compressors.
D20 When using adaptive pulse shapers in multi-stage
OPAs, they should be placed before the ﬁnal power
ampliﬁcation stage, so that this stage can compensate
for the inherent losses that they introduce.
D21 When using dielectric optics to steer the beams, make
sure that they are GDD-controlled, to avoid the
introduction of detrimental chirp.
3.5. Repetition rate
A ﬁnal important parameter of the OPA is the repetition rate.
OPAs can be pumped by laser systems with very different
repetition rates, from a few Hz to a few MHz. Very recently,
thanks to the very large nonlinear coefﬁcients afforded by
periodically poled crystals, it even became possible to directly
pump OPAs with the unampliﬁed output of a laser oscillator
[107]. There are nowadays sources, such as Yb lasers, which
can deliver trains of femtosecond pulses at repetition rates that
can be changed from 1 to hundreds of kHz, while keeping
approximately the same average power, so that the pulse
energy scales inversely to the repetition rate. Note that an
OPA design is typically optimised for a given repetition rate
and does not tolerate such large variations. In fact an OPA
design requires the control of various parameters: (i) the
energy and divergence of the pulse driving the WLC gen-
eration should always remain constant to guarantee above-
threshold, stable operation; (ii) the ampliﬁer pump intensity
should be kept at a constant level (of the order of
100 GW cm−2) in order to achieve enough gain while
avoiding spurious nonlinear effects. If by varying the repeti-
tion rate the pulse energy changes by orders of magnitude (for
example it decreases by two orders of magnitude in going
from 1 to 100 kHz) the OPA layout needs to be deeply
changed to keep the above mentioned parameters (for
example modifying the splitting ratios or changing the beam
spot sizes). In case of large variations of repetition rate it
might even be necessary to completely revise the OPA
design, adding or removing an ampliﬁcation stage. It may be
therefore possible to design an OPA that is optimised for a
given repetition rate (for example 10 kHz), and has a limited
tuning range (say 3–30 kHz) with sub-optimum performance.
Finally, one should consider that, when the OPA is operated
with high average powers and high repetition rates, thermal
effects may become relevant both in the WLC generation
stage and in the OPA stages. In fact, while the OPA process
should in principle deposit no energy in the nonlinear med-
ium, as it acts between virtual states, there is always practi-
cally a parasitic linear or multiphoton absorption, which
becomes more relevant for shorter wavelengths (typically
accessed by the pump beam) or in the mid-IR (typically
accessed by the idler beam) [108]. Such heat deposition in the
crystal may generate transverse temperature gradients leading
to beam distortions, deviations from the phase-matching
conditions and in extreme cases even catastrophic crystal
failure. In summary the following design criteria for the
choice of the repetition rate can be given:
D22 The repetition rate is dictated by the requirements of
the applications and the OPA design can adapt to it;
however there is a limited tolerance to variations of
the repetition rate and big changes may require a
complete redesign of the OPA.
D23 For high powers and high repetition rates, thermal
effects in the WLC generation stage and in the OPA
stages should be taken into account.
4. Conclusions
The main goal of this paper is to provide a comprehensive and
self-contained introduction to the physical working principles
of femtosecond OPAs. As such we hope that it will be useful
for a broad readership of PhD students and PostDocs who are
not specialists in ultrafast optics, but rather need to use or
develop OPAs for applications to physics, chemistry, biology
or materials science. We are conﬁdent that our treatment will
offer to those readers sufﬁcient physical insight to understand
the mechanisms governing the operation of the OPAs they
use in the lab, and to optimise their performance. At the same
time, the paper aims at deriving general design criteria for
OPAs, focusing on the following critical aspects: the OPA
architecture, the choice of the pump source, the selection of
the nonlinear crystal(s) and the design of dispersion com-
pensating optics. These criteria are the result of the authors’
experience in designing, building and operating ultrafast
OPAs, and we hope that they will be of interest to a more
specialised readership, who work on pushing the frontiers of
ultrashort pulse generation exploiting the unique properties
of OPAs.
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Appendix A. Linear propagation of ultrashort pulses
In this appendix, we will study the propagation of ultrashort
light pulses in absence of nonlinear interaction
( =P z t, 0NL ( ) ). We will introduce the Fourier transform as a
tool to describe linear propagation (A.1), derive the equation
for linear pulse propagation (A.2) and brieﬂy discuss the
concepts of dispersion and spectral phase (A.3).
A.1. Fourier transform
An ultrashort light pulse can be described both in the time
domain or in the frequency domain; conversion between these
domains is possible thanks to the Fourier-transform operator.
For a generic electric ﬁeld E z t,( ), we can write (here we will
omit the dependence on the spatial coordinate for simplicity):
F
R
ò
w p= =
´ w-
E E t
E t t
1
2
e d Fourier transform, A.1j t
˜( ) { ( )}
( ) · ( )
F
R
ò
w p
w w
= =
´ w
-E t E
E
1
2
e d inverse Fourier transform.
A.2
j t
1( ) { ˜( )}
˜( ) ·
( )
The Fourier transform is particularly suited for the description
of electric-ﬁeld transients and the propagation of light pulses.
Equation (A.2) shows that E(t) can be developed as a
superposition of orthogonal harmonic functions we j t. In our
case, these functions are monochromatic light waves with
angular frequencies ω; wE˜( ) is the complex coefﬁcient of each
wave, and contains information on both its amplitude wE∣ ˜( )∣
and the phase f w w= Earg( ) { ˜( )}. Generally, we call power
spectrum (or simply spectrum) the function wE 2∣ ( )∣ .
E z t,( ) is frequently written in terms of a slowly varying
envelope function B z t,( ) times a traveling optical carrier
term w f- +t k zcos 0 0( ) at frequency w0 and time-depen-
dent phase f. This can also be written in the form:
R
w f= - +
= +
=
w
w
-
-
E z t B z t t k z
A z t
A z t
, , cos
1
2
, e c.c.
, e , A.3
j t k z
j t k z
0 0
0 0
0 0
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
{ ( ) } ( )
( )
( )
where we have introduced the complex amplitude
= fA z t B z t, , e j( ) ( ) . With these deﬁnitions and neglecting
for the sake of simplicity the z dependence, the average
intensity of the ﬁeld is:
á ñ =E t A t1
2
A.42 2( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )
and the Fourier transform is:
F
*
w
w w w w
= +
= - + - -
wE A t
A A
1
2
e c.c.
1
2
1
2
, A.5
j t
0 0
0{ }˜( ) ( )
˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ( )
where wA˜( ) is the Fourier transform of the envelope A(t) and
* wA˜ ( ) is its complex conjugate. Functions wE˜( ) and wA˜( ) are
sketched in ﬁgure 27 for the common case in which the
bandwidth of the pulse is less than w0 [1]. This shows that a
ﬁeld can be fully described through its envelope.
To evaluate how a pulse temporal proﬁle correlates with
its spectral content, let’s consider, as an example, a pulse with
carrier angular frequency w0 and Gaussian envelope:
= +t w-E t A1
2
e e c.c.. A.6t j t0 2
2 2
0( ) ( )
The duration of this pulse, calculated as the FWHM of the
envelope intensity, is tD =T 2 ln 2 · . The Fourier trans-
form of its envelope is also Gaussian:
w t= w t-A A e A.70 22 2˜ ( ) ( )
and the corresponding bandwidth, calculated as the FWHM of
wA 2∣ ˜ ( )∣ , is tDW = 2 ln 2 ; the time-bandwidth product is
hence D DW =T 4 ln 2· . This shows that the pulse duration
is inversely proportional to its bandwidth and hence an
ultrashort pulse has a broad bandwidth, a feature which
generally holds for all pulse shapes besides the Gaussian
proﬁle shown here. Other examples are shown in [1].
A.2. Linear propagation
We will now show how the Fourier transform operator can be
used to study the propagation of a light pulse.
Let’s ﬁrst focus on the differential equation of the pro-
pagation. In the linear regime, P z t, 0NL ( ) and
equation (2.2) becomes:
m¶ ¶ -
¶
¶ =
E z t
z
D z t
t
, ,
0. A.8
2
2 0
2
2
( ) ( ) ( )
The linear response er of the medium is time-dependent, so
that the electric displacement D z t,( ) is [36]:
e e e= + = *D z t E z t P z t t E z t, , , , ,
A.9
0 L 0 r( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
where ∗ is the convolution symbol. Equation (A.8) becomes:
e¶ ¶ -
¶
¶ * =
E z t
z c t
t E z t
, 1
, 0, A.10
2
2
0
2
2
2 r
( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( )
where e m=c 10 0 0 is the speed of light in vacuum. Finding
general solutions of this equation is particularly straightfor-
ward in the frequency domain; let’s ﬁrst take the Fourier
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transform of both sides of the differential equation:
w w w w¶ ¶ + =
E z
z c
n E z
,
, 0, A.11
2
2
2
0
2
2
˜( ) · ( ) ˜( ) ( )
where Fw e w e= =n t2 r( ) ˜( ) { ( )} is the Fourier transform of
e tr ( ) and wn ( ) is the frequency-dependent refractive index of
the medium. The solution of equation (A.11) for each
frequency component ω is the linear combination of
progressive and regressive waves with complex amplitudes
wEp ( ) and wEr ( ) respectively:
w w w= +w w- +E z E E, e e , A.12jk z jk zp r˜( ) ˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ( )( ) ( )
where we have introduced the wavenumber
w w w=k c n0( ) · ( ). In the case of a progressive wave, the
ﬁeld in the time domain is obtained by back Fourier
Transform (equation (A.2)):
R
R
ò
ò
p w w
p w w
=
=
w w
w w
-
-
E z t E
E
,
1
2
e e d
1
2
e d . A.13
jk z j t
j t k z
out p
in
( ) ˜ ( ) ·
˜ ( ) · ( )
( )
[ ( ) ]
Here wEin˜ ( ) is the boundary condition, corresponding to the
Fourier transform of E t0,in ( ).
This equation expresses mathematically an intuitive
concept: at each longitudinal coordinate z, a propagating
pulse is a superposition of traveling monochromatic waves
with angular frequency ω and wavenumber wk ( ). The quan-
tity:
w w w f w= =k z n
c
z A.14
0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
is the spectral phase accumulated by each monochromatic
wave during propagation. The dependence of f on wn ( ) is
responsible of pulse dispersion, that we will now study in
detail.
A.3. Spectral phase and dispersion
The spectral phase f w( ) conveys important information about
the propagation of a pulse. Since f depends on ω, during
propagation each monochromatic component of
equation (A.13) accumulates its own phase delay:
t f ww= phase delay. A.15p
( ) ( )
To understand how such frequency-dependent delay inﬂu-
ences the propagation of a pulse, let’s approximate f w( ) to
the ﬁrst order of a Taylor expansion around the pulse carrier
frequency w0:
f w f w fw w w
f f w w
+ ¶¶ -
= + ¢ -
w

A.16
0 0
0 0 0
0
( ) ( ) ( )
· ( ) ( )
and substitute it into equation (A.13); we obtain an
approximate expression of the output pulse:
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R
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ò
p w w
p w w
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= ´
= - ¢
w f f w w
f f w f w
- + ¢ -
- - ¢ - ¢
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E
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The result shows that f= - ¢E E tout in 0∣ ∣ ∣ ( )∣, i.e. E tout∣ ( )∣ is a
delayed replica of the initial E tin∣ ( )∣. This delay is known as
the group delay (GD):
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥f
f
w t
w
w= ¢ =
¶
¶ = +
¶
¶w wn
n
GD 1 . A.180 p
0
0 0
( )
The GD is the delay of a wavepacket centered around w0 after
its propagation in a dispersive medium. Since the refractive
index n varies with ω according to the material dispersion,
w¶ ¶ ¹n 0, and t¹GD p. If f w( ) is expanded to higher
orders in ω similarly to equation (A.16), the following
parameters can be deﬁned:
w
f
w=
¶
¶ =
¶
¶w w
GDD
GD
group delay dispersion, A.19
2
2
0 0
( )
w
f
w=
¶
¶ =
¶
¶w w
TOD
GDD
third order dispersion. A.20
3
3
0 0
( )
Figure 27. Fourier transform of the envelope A(t) (a) and of the complete ﬁeld E(t) (b). Solid lines: absolute value; dashed lines: phase.
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Dispersion can be better understood by expanding the
group delay:
w w w w w
w w w
+ -
+ - +


GD GD GDD
1
2
TOD . A.21
0 0 0
0 0
2
( ) ( ) ( ) · ( )
( ) · ( ) ( )
The higher order terms in the expansion, proportional to GDD
and TOD, describe the frequency dependence of the group
delay and hence are responsible for the distortion of the pulse
shape: the GDD leads to pulse broadening, while a strong
TOD gives rise to an asymmetric temporal proﬁle and
multiple delayed replicas. As an example, ﬁgure 28 plots the
frequency-dependent GD, GDD and TOD introduced by
propagation in 1 mm thick fused silica and zinc selenide
plates. Due to the onset of electronic absorption closer to the
visible spectral range, zinc selenide has much stronger
dispersion than fused silica, which results in larger relative
delay of the components of a pulse during propagation. To
quantify the effect of the GDD, let’s again consider the
Gaussian pulse of equation (A.6). We can calculate the
temporal proﬁle of the pulse resulting from pure second order
dispersion (GDD ¹ 0, TOD = 0) by following the approach
based on the Fourier transform, as we did for equation (A.17).
The resulting pulse still has a Gaussian shape, with the
following value of tout:
⎜ ⎟
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦⎥t t t= +1
GDD
. A.22out 2
2 1 2
( )
This equation shows the main effect of GDD on the pulse
width. When tGDD 2 (large dispersion, or short pulse),
equation (A.22) can be approximated as t t» GDDout ,
indicating that the shorter the pulsewidth τ, the more it is
susceptible to dispersive broadening. This can be intuitively
understood by considering that a short pulse contains many
frequencies, which travel with different group velocities in the
medium. When tGDD 2 (small dispersion, or long pulse),
t t»out , and the pulse does not get signiﬁcantly longer. To
illustrate the effects of pulse broadening, ﬁgure 29 plots DT ,
as a function of the input pulsewidth, of a Gaussian pulse at
800 nm carrier wavelength after propagation in a 1 mm thick
fused silica and zinc selenide block. For the case of fused
silica, due to the low value of the GDD, the output pulsewidth
is unaffected by dispersion down to a duration of approxi-
mately 10 fs. For ZnSe, on the other hand, due to the large
value of GDD, temporal broadening manifests itself already at
much longer pulsewidths.
Before concluding this section, we ﬁnally introduce two
more parameters which will be useful for the description of
pulse propagation. Since f w = kz( ) , the ﬁrst, second and
third derivatives of f w( ) can be calculated as a function of the
wavenumber wk ( ), the group delay is:
f
w w=
¶
¶ =
¶
¶ =w w
k
z z vGD , A.23g
0 0
( )
where
w= ¶¶ w
v
k
A.24g
0
( )
is the group velocity. Analogously one can write:
f
w w=
¶
¶ =
¶
¶ =w w
k
z zGDD GVD, A.25
2
2
2
2
0 0
· ( )
where
w w=
¶
¶ =
¶
¶w wv
k
GVD
1
A.26
g
2
2
0 0
( )
is the group velocity dispersion. Note that both vg and GVD
are independent from the propagation length z.
Figure 28. Dispersion of 1 mm thick plates of fused silica (FS) and zinc selenide (ZnSe).
Figure 29. Duration of a Gaussian pulse, before and after
propagation in a 1 mm thick plate of fused silica (FS) and zinc
selenide (ZnSe). The dispersion is evaluated at carrier wave-
length l = 800 nm.
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In parametric ampliﬁcation, pump, signal and idler pulses
have different carrier wavelengths and group velocities; for
this reason, they accumulate distinct group delays after pro-
pagating in a medium with thickness z. When two pulses
(namely i and j) enter simultaneously in the medium, their
relative group delay is:
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ d- = - =v v z zGD GD
1 1
. A.27i j
i j
ij
g g
( )
This delay is responsible for the so-called temporal walk-off,
which leads to a reduction of the pulses’ temporal overlap.
The walk-off is proportional to the parameter dij, named
GVM, and determines the effective interaction length in
parametric ampliﬁcation with broadband pulses, as will be
discussed later.
Appendix B. Numeric calculation of phase-matching
angle
In a nonlinear interaction based on birefringence, determining
the phase-matching angle is necessary in order to suitably
design an OPA. However, in some cases the calculation is not
straightforward, and numerical methods are required. In this
section we will show some methods to ﬁnd the phase-
matching angle.
B.1. Collinear interaction
For birefringent phase matching, the phase-matching angle
can be calculated following approach [27]. If we deﬁne:
l l l
l l l
= = =
= = =
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the phase-matching angles qm for the various conﬁgurations
are:
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These expressions are exact for interactions with only one
extraordinary beam. For the other cases, starting from these
values we can determine highly accurate values of qm by
numerical methods. One approach is to evaluate the wave–
vector mismatch function qD = - -k k k k3 2 1( ) in a neigh-
borhood of the approximate angles from equation (B.3), and
to apply numeric root-ﬁnding algorithms (such as bisection or
false position methods) to ﬁnd qm giving D =k 0.
B.2. Non-collinear interaction
In the non-collinear geometry, the phase-matching angle also
depends on the angle α between the pump and the signal.
Since the collinear conﬁguration, that we already discussed,
can be seen as a non-collinear geometry in which a = 0, the
calculation of qm follows the same method. In ﬁgure 30(a) we
show the wave–vectors for the mismatched interaction of
ﬁgure 8(a), together with the geometrical meaning ofD k . To
ﬁnd qm, one approach is to evaluate D

k∣ ∣ as a function of θ,
and then numerically search for its root. In practice, for a
generic θ and for a given interaction Type (Type I or Type II)
and angle α, one calculates in sequence n1 and

k ;1∣ ∣ n3 and

k ;3∣ ∣
the angle b q( ), n2 and

k ;2∣ ∣ qD

k∣ ( )∣ and its root qm fulﬁlling
qD =k 0m∣ ( )∣ . Also in the non-collinear case, a good initial
guess for θ is provided by equation (B.3).
A similar numerical approach could be followed for non-
collinear QPM, as an alternative approach to the direct
solution of equation (2.32). In this case, the wave–vectors for
the mismatched interaction are arranged as in ﬁgure 30(b). By
ﬁrst evaluating D k∣ ∣ as a function of Λ, one can numerically
ﬁnd the roots Lm leading to D =

k 0∣ ∣ .
For both birefringent phase-matching and QPM, we note
that this numerical approach could also be used to ﬁnd the
Figure 30. Phase-vector mismatch in non-collinear OPAs, for
birefringent (a) and QPM (b) phase matching.
Figure 31. Phase-matched ampliﬁcation direction α at some values
of θ, for a 400 nm-pumped BBO-based visible OPA.
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phase-matched ampliﬁcation direction α for a given value of
θ or Λ. The angle α is the emission direction of PSF light,
generated by the unseeded OPA. The calculation of α requires
to evaluateDk as a function of the non-collinear angle (in the
neighborhood of a = 0) and to ﬁnd its roots. The angle α
evaluated inside the BBO crystal for a 400 nm-pumped visi-
ble NOPA is shown in ﬁgure 31; the red line is almost con-
stant in the visible spectral range, and corresponds to the
emission direction of a broadband ampliﬁer in the
500–700 nm range. For all directions, the corresponding
external angle can be evaluated by Snell’s law: in ﬁgure 32
we show the external angles for the red and green internal
lines. The angle α is the emission direction of PSF light,
generated by the unseeded OPA. Note that the angles are in
very good agreement with the pictures of the experimental
PSF rings.
B.3. The nonlinear effective coefficient
In this section we brieﬂy discuss the nonlinear effective
coefﬁcient d ;eff this parameter depends on the polarisation of
the ﬁelds, their propagation direction, the crystallographic
point group of the medium and the presence of absorption
bands. Whenever all three ﬁelds (pump, signal and idler) lie in
a region without absorption, Kleinmann’s symmetry condi-
tions [109] can be applied to some elements of the nonlinear
susceptibility tensor, so that =d d ,12 26 =d d ,13 35
= =d d d ,14 36 25 =d d ,21 16 =d d ,24 32 =d d31 15 and
=d d ;32 24 the resulting values of deff for uniaxial crystals are
summarised in table 2 [27, 28].
The propagation direction of the ﬁelds is related to two
crystallographic angles, q and j q: is the angle between the
optical axis and the direction of the k vector (see ﬁgure 6),
and is strictly determined by the phase-matching condition, as
we will discuss in the following. j, on the other hand, is
related to the crystal orientation and does not inﬂuence phase
matching for the case of a uniaxial crystal: it is selected in
order to maximise deff for Type I or Type II interaction. For
example, BBO belongs to class 3m therefore deff is max-
imised for Type I (ooe) interaction when j=90°+n120°
and for Type II (eoe, oee) when j=n120°; hence Type I or
Type II cystals have different values of j and cannot be
interchanged. We emphasise that, while there is an agreed
convention for the deﬁnition of q, there are different con-
ventions for the angle j: for the values of table 2 we
applied convention IEEE/ansi Std 176-1987 [110], the most
commonly used one by the facilities that grow crystals.
However, some companies use other conventions for
the crystallographic axis. For this reason it’s better to
specify the interaction Type rather than j when purchasing a
crystal.
Figure 32. Experimental PSF rings obtained from 400 nm-pumped BBO crystals, for θ=29.5° and θ=31.5°. The central panel shows the
calculated external ampliﬁcation directions, corresponding to red and green internal angles α reported in ﬁgure 31.
Table 2. The effective nonlinear coefﬁcient deff as a function of the uniaxial crystal point group, the polarisation conﬁguration and the
crystallographic angles q and j, as deﬁned according to convention IEEE/ansi Std 176-1987.
Class point Nonlinear coefﬁcient deff
Two ordinary beams Two extraordinary beams
ooe, oeo, eoo eeo, eoe, oee
4, 4 mm, 6, 6 mm qd sin15 0
6 m2 q j-d cos sin 322 q jd cos cos22 2
3 m q q j-d dsin cos sin 331 22 q jd cos cos 322 2
6 j j q-d dcos 3 sin 3 cos11 22( ) j j q+d dsin 3 cos 3 cos11 22 2( )
3 j j q q- +d d dcos 3 sin 3 cos sin11 22 15( ) j j q+d dsin 3 cos 3 cos11 22 2( )
32 q jd cos cos 311 q jd cos sin 311 2
4 j j q- +d dsin 2 cos 2 sin14 15( ) j j q-d dcos 2 sin 2 sin 214 15( )
42 m q jd sin sin 236 q jd sin 2 cos 236
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